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D  APPLICATION REVIEW FOR LOW IMPACT HYDROPOWER 
INSTITUTE CERTIFICATION  

NORTH AMERICAN ENERGY ALLIANCE, LLC 
RED BRIDGE PROJECT (FERC NO. 10676) 

 
 

1.0    INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

This report reviews the original application submitted by North American Energy Alliance, LLC 

(NAEA or Applicant) in June 2011 to the Low Impact Hydropower Institute (LIHI) for Low 

Impact Hydropower Certification for the Red Bridge Hydroelectric Project (Red Bridge or 

Project). In response to the Intake Review completed in August 2011, the applicant chose to 

submit a revised application package on March 27, 2012, rather then provide the missing 

information. The Applicant is now operating under the name of Essential Power, LLC (Essential 

Power). The Red Bridge Project, located on river mile 15.2 of the Chicopee River, 

Massachusetts, was granted an Exemption from Licensing by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (FERC) on September 11, 1992 as Project Number 10676.  

 

The Red Bridge project is located in the Towns of Wilbraham, Ludlow, Palmer and Belchertown 

in Hampden and Hampshire Counties. It is situated upstream of five other hydroelectric facilities 
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located on the Chicopee River1 and downstream of other dams on the Ware, Swift and Quaboag 

Rivers, tributaries to the Chicopee as illustrated on the next page.  The Dwight Station Project 

(P-10675), Indian Orchard Project (P-10678) and Putts Bridge Project (P-10677) are also owned 

by Essential Power. The remaining downstream, and all upstream projects, are owned by others.  

 

The Project, constructed in 1901 by the Ludlow Manufacturing Company, was purchased in 

1957 by the Western Massachusetts Electric Company (“WMECO”), sold to Consolidated 

Edison Energy Inc. (CEEI) in 1999 and to NAEA, now called Essential Power, in  2008.  

1.1   Project and Site Characteristics 

The dam, built ca. 1901, crosses the Chicopee River in a roughly north to south direction, and is 

composed of three sections: the northern section, which is 165-foot-long, and the southern 362-

foot-long section, are earthen embankment with a concrete core. The middle section of the dam 

is a rubble stone with cut-granite facing 300-foot-long overflow spillway. The maximum height 

of the dam is approximately 51 ft. 

Red Bridge Dam and Minimum Flow Gate 

                                                 
1 The order of the hydroelectric dams, starting with the lowest dam, on the Chicopee River is Dwight Station Project 
(P-10675), Chicopee Falls Project (P-6522), Indian Orchard Project (P-10678), Putts Bridge Project (P-10677), 
Collins Hydro Project (P-6544) and Red Bridge Project (P-10676).   
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A - DWIGHT D - PUTTS BRIDGE G - THORN DIKE 

B - CHICOPEE E - COLLINS H - BONDSVILLE 

C - INDIAN ORCHARD F - RED BRIDGE  
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At normal pond elevation, the Red Bridge Project impoundment extends 

approximately 1.8 miles upstream of the dam, having a maximum surface area of 

approximately 185 acres. There is limited permitted storage (530 acre-feet) with a 

permitted daily drawdown of two feet. However, operation is voluntarily limited to a 

one-foot drawdown. Minimum flows are discharged to an approximate 1,600 foot-long 

bypass channel. The canal headgate house controls the flow from the impoundment to 

a 340-foot-long power canal which extends to the penstock intake structure.  Adjacent 

to the trashracks on the upstream face of the intake is a cut-stone ice sluice that crosses 

beneath the Red Bridge Road and discharges back into the Chicopee River.  There are 

four units, each fed by four penstocks, two which are operating and two abandoned in 

1938. The flows from the two operating units discharge through two tailrace bays into 

the 735 foot long tailrace canal which discharges to the Chicopee River. The combined 

installed capacity at the Project is 4,500KW. 
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Red Bridge Powerhouse 

 

 

Red Bridge Power Canal 

The station operates in a limited storage and release, semi-automatically by a PLC control 

system.  The operating mode of the Red Bridge project does not change during dry, mean or high 
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water years.  As flows vary at the Project, the number of turbines operating and the duration of 

operation changes, increasing and decreasing the amount of generation realized.  

 

1.2   Regulatory History 

In 1988, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission determined that the Chicopee River was a 

navigable waterway under its jurisdiction and ordered WMECO, the owner at that time, to 

prepare an application for Exemption from Licensing.  The License Exemption was issued to 

WMECO on September 11, 1992.  

 

WMECO proposed to add capacity to the Project by the addition of a minimum flow turbine, a 

plan which was later modified by CEEI to instead increase the output of the two units to a 

combined 4,630 KW through transformer upgrades. In response to comments from the US Fish 

and Wildlife Service (UWFSW), this Order also required the installation of a slide gate to better 

guarantee minimum flow releases. This was approved by FERC on December 29, 1999. Letters 

from the USFWS and MDFW commenting on the appropriateness of the license exemption 

modification, and specifically supporting the minimum flow requirements and impoundment 

fluctuations are contained in Appendix B.  This Order also required consultation with the State 

Historic Preservation Officer to ensure the gate installation does not negatively affect the historic 

nature of the Project. The slide gate was installed following FERC approval and SHPO review. 

The nameplate capacity was further revised (following testing) to 4,500 KW via a FERC Order 

dated November 8, 2001. No other changes were included in this amending Order. 

 

A review of the FERC database for January 2008 (when Essential Power took ownership)  

through April 2012 found no reported compliance issues. However, as discussed under Section 

2.1, apparently the Flow Monitoring Plan, which was a condition of the License Exemption, had 

never been finalized or approved, but is currently in that process now.  Other than this issue, 

Essential Power appears to have demonstrated conscientious attention to the environmentally-

related issues associated with the Red Bridge Project's current FERC License Exemption.   
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1.3   Public Comment 

The public comment period for the initial application closed without submission of any 

comments.  The new comment period closed on May 27, 2012.  Two comment letters were 

received within this period, from MDEQ and MDFW.  In addition, a memo was received from 

Collins Hydroelectric LLC, operated by Swift River Company, dated June 15, 2012, which was 

accepted despite its late submission due to allegations that the Red Bridge Project was cycling up 

to eight times daily, with flows ranging between about 200 cfs to 1,000 cfs., causing operational 

problems at this downstream dam.  Data using flows measured at the Indian Orchard gage for 

June 12, 2012 was provided as evidence for this reported operating mode at Red Bridge. The 

letter commented that the Red Bridge Project should not receive low impact certification unless 

it was operated as run-of-river. The Indian Orchard gage is located immediately downstream of 

Essential Power’s Indian Orchard Project. As such flow variations and frequencies were not 

understood to be typical of Red Bridge, we elected to accept this late letter and provide Essential 

Power an opportunity to respond to these allegations.  The three comment letters received, as 

well as Essential Powers response letters, are contained in Appendix A.  A discussion of these 

flow issues is included under Certification Recommendation and under 2.1   Criteria A - River 

Flows. 

 

1.4   Certification Recommendation 

 

Based on my review of information submitted by the applicant, and in response to document 

requests and questions raised by me, my consultations with various resource agencies and other 

entities, review of FERC's eLibrary, and public comments received, I conclude that the Red 

Bridge is in compliance with LIHI's criteria, as discussed in Section 2.0 of this report and 

discussed below. 

 

The letter issued by MDFW, (C. Slater) does not support certification of the Red Bridge project 

due to the fact that the project is not operated as run-of-river and that the minimum flow 

established for the project of 237 cfs (or inflow if less) is representative of summer flows, and 

therefore does not represent a natural flow regime for the river.  The MDEQ letter (R. Kubit) 
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supports the opinion of MDFW on such issues and therefore also challenges the certification of 

the project as "low impact".  The MDEP letter also states its goal of having all hydropower 

projects operated as run-of-river and sees LIHI certification as an opportunity for operators to 

voluntarily modify their operations to "more environmentally sensitive manner". It should also 

be noted that the river system is already a "modified system" due in large part to the existence of 

the Quabbin Reservoir which discharges to the Ware River before the Ware and Chicopee Rivers 

merge, as noted in the Applicant's May 30, 2012 response letter.  Depending on reservoir levels, 

up to 300 cfs of flow is diverted to the reservoir until reservoir levels meet the supply needs. 

 

Based on Essential Power’s response letter dated July 23, 2012, it appears that in fact the Red 

Bridge Project did cycle nearly eight times on June 12, 2012.  A PLC software configuration 

designed and tested three years ago to operate the units using a two-inch drawdown, rather than a 

typical 9-inch drawdown, to evaluate the effect of a “run-of-river” operational mode, was 

accidentally activated from June 8 through June 15, 2012.  Thus, on June 12, Red Bridge was 

operating essentially as a as “run-of-river” facility.  Data was also provided by Essential Power 

documenting compliance with their minimum flow requirement during this subject period.  

Essential Power’s letter also provides evidence that use of Indian Orchard gage data is only 

useful to illustrate flows discharged from the immediately upstream Indian Orchard Project, and 

not Red Bridge.   Therefore, although not intention, the Red Bridge Project was in fact operating 

as Swift River Company suggested it should, yet the Collins Project was experiencing 

operational difficulties.  Thus, I do not believe that these Collins Project operational issues are a 

concern regarding my recommendations for certification of the Red Bridge Project.  

 

While both run-of-river operation and a summer minimum flow may indeed be more 

environmentally "sensitive", I believe that the Project does satisfy LIHI's current flow criteria.  It 

is also important to note that the minimum flow was established by the USFWS as being suitable 

to support water quality and fisheries habitat needs.  Appendix B contains letters dated January 

27, 2000 from the USFWS and February 20, 2000 from the MDFW (signed by C. Slater) which 

address license exemption modifications adopted almost eight years after the exemption was first 

issued.  Both agencies continued to support the minimum flow and non-run-of river operating 

modes at this time. .  It would appear that concerns for issues could have been raised at that time, 
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but were not. The License exemption also includes a condition that allows the USFWS to add 

and/or alter these terms and conditions as appropriate in order to carry out its responsibilities 

with respect to fish and wildlife resources.  Thus, the Project appears to be subject to 

modifications of these requirements through licensing modification, although this option has not 

been pursued to date. Both 2000 letters address the need for a monitoring plan which appears to 

never have been finalized until this LIHI review process identified this deficiency. The 

recommended conditions address this still "open" issue.   

 

Therefore, despite the opinions offered by the MDEP and MDFW, I recommend that the Red 

Bridge Project be certified to be in compliance with LIHI’s criteria with a certification term of 

five years as it does meet current LIHI criteria. However, I believe this certification should 

include the following conditions for the reasons stated: 

 

1. As the final confirmation that the recently submitted Flow Monitoring Plan sufficiently 

addresses compliance with the various flow requirements is contingent upon review and 

approval of six months of flow data by the USFWS, Essential Power shall provide LIHI a 

letter documenting that such records have been provided at the conclusion of the six 

months. 

2. Essential Power shall certify to LIHI that the 24 hour period of empirical data to compare 

with the calculated flows for USFWS's evaluation of the Flow Monitoring Plan has been 

provided. Essential Power shall also provide LIHI, documentation of the USFWS 

review/approval or concerns found with this data comparison. 

3. Should this review process find that modifications are needed to the Flow Monitoring 

Plan, Essential Power shall forward a copy of the modifications, along with resource 

agency approval of these modifications, within one month of the Plan submission to 

FERC. Essential Power shall also provide LIHI a copy of FERC's final Plan approval 

within one month of receipt of this approval. 

 

LIHI reserves the right to terminate this certification should it conclude, based on findings of the 

resource agency review and noted documents, that the Project cannot sufficiently demonstrate 

compliance with its flow requirements.  Certification could potentially be reinstated should 
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needed modifications be implemented either in the monitoring approach or operational activities 

such that the mandated flows are being appropriately released.  

 

2.0    CRITERIA ASSESSMENT 

The Low Impact Hydropower Institute certifies those hydropower facilities that meet its eight 

criteria: 

 

2.1   Criteria A - River Flows   

 

Goal:  The facility (dam and powerhouse) should provide river flows that are healthy for fish, 
wildlife, and water quality, including seasonal flow fluctuations where appropriate.   
 
Standard:  For instream flows, a certified facility must comply with resource agency 
recommendations issued after December 31, 1986, for flows.  If there were no qualifying 
resource agency recommendations, the applicant can meet one of two alternative standards: (1) 
meet the flow levels required using the Aquatic Base Flow methodology or the “good” habitat 
flow level under the Montana-Tennant methodology; or (2) present a letter from a resource 
agency prepared for the application confirming the flows at the facility are adequately protective 
of fish, wildlife, and water quality. 
 

The Red Bridge project is operated in a limited pond-and-release mode, utilizing the storage 

capacity (185 acre-feet) afforded by a maximum 1.0 foot drawdown.  The station is operated 

semi-automatically by a PLC and does not change during dry, mean or high water years.  As 

flows vary at the Project, the number of turbines operating and the duration of operation changes, 

increasing and decreasing the amount of generation realized. 

 

The Project's License Exemption requires: 

 a continuous minimum flow release of 237 cfs, or inflow, at the base of the spillway;   

 pond drawdowns to one foot below the crest from April to June and two feet for the 

remainder of the year (The Project is currently operated with only one foot drawdown.);  

 within six months from the date of Exemption, the Owner would submit  issuance to the 

US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) for approval, a plan for monitoring project 

impoundment level and instantaneous bypass releases.  Following approval of the plan, 
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the Owner would measure and record impoundment level and flows according to the plan 

and provides records of these data to the USFWS within 30 days from a request for the 

records; and 

 The USFWS also reserved the right to add and/or alter these terms and conditions as 

appropriate in order to carry out its responsibilities with respect to fish and wildlife 

resources.  The Exemptee agreed, within 30 days of receipt, to file with the Commission 

any additional or modified mandatory terms and conditions.   

 

During a June 22, 1999 meeting, the resource agencies indicated the drawdowns would not likely 

have an adverse impact on fish habitat, but could adversely impact the existing boat launch.  At 

this same time, USFWS indicated the present flow release mechanism proposed during this 

timeframe was inadequate for a permanent measure due to large fluctuations in actual release 

amounts.  In response, an automated slide gate at the spillway, meeting USFWS and the 

Massachusetts Division of Fish and Wildlife (MDFW) approval, was installed.   The new slide 

gate is capable of releasing the required minimum flow from a single point on the spillway 

during full and low pond conditions.  Letters from the USFWS, MDEP and MDFW documenting 

these issues are contained in Appendix B. To date, with the exception of the recently received 

comment letters issued by the MDFW and MDEP in response to this LIHI review, no 

notifications have been issued by the USFWS or MDFW of the need to modify the Project's 

minimum flow or operating mode. As noted in their May 1, 2012 letter, MDFW challenges the 

appropriateness of the minimum flow of 237 cfs as not being representative of natural conditions 

as it represents summer flows.  Dr. Slator also states that he does not believe that the Project is 

"low impact" because it operates with a one-foot headpond fluctuation, and is not a true run-of-

river operation.  Historical communications (contained in Appendix B) show acceptance of both 

conditions by MDFW in the past.  The License exemption also includes a condition that allows 

the USFWS to add and/or alter these terms and conditions as appropriate in order to carry out its 

responsibilities with respect to fish and wildlife resources.  Thus, the Project appears to be 

subject to modifications of these requirements through licensing modification, although none 

have been requested through this formal process, but only through the LIHI certification process. 
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It appears that the lack of an approved Flow Monitoring Plan was overlooked at this Project until 

identified as part of this LIHI review.  The site has been operating under a draft plan dated 

October 2011. In response to this discovery in mid-2011, Essential Power developed a revised 

Flow Monitoring Plan, incorporating consultation comments from the USFWS, MDFW and 

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MDEP), and issued the Plan to FERC 

on February 20, 2012.  An agreement was also established under which Essential Power would 

provide flow release data, and a 24 hour period of empirical data for comparison, to the USFWS 

starting in March 2012 through August 2012 for their review to confirm adequacy of this Plan.  

Based on discussions with MDFW and MDEP, they have agreed to rely on this USWFS review, 

as noted in Section 3.0 of this Report. The monitoring data is being provided monthly to the 

USFWS starting for March 2012.  The need for the empirical data is documented in the emails 

contained in Appendix A.  

 

As discussed under section 1.4 Certification Recommendation, while Swift River Company did 

raise concerns regarding  reported operational flows from the Red Bridge Project, I do not 

believe the concerns raised affect my assessment that the Red Bridge Project is in compliance 

with their regulatory requirements and LIHI’s flow criteria. 

 

A. Flows – The Facility is tentatively in Compliance with Resource Agency 
Recommendations issued after December 31, 1986, as specified in FERC License 
Exemption, regarding flow conditions for fish and wildlife protection, mitigation and 
enhancement for downstream river reaches.  FACILITY CONDITIONALLY PASSES. 
 

 

2.2   Criteria B -  Water Quality   

 

Goal:  Water quality in the river is protected.   
 
Standard:  The water quality criterion has two parts.  First, a facility must demonstrate that it is 
in compliance with state water quality standards, either through producing a recent (after 1986) 
Clean Water Act Section 401 certification, or demonstrating compliance with state water quality 
standards (typically by presenting a letter prepared for the application from the state confirming 
the facility is meeting water quality standards).  Second, a facility must demonstrate that it has 
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not contributed to a state finding that the river has impaired water quality under Clean Water 
Act Section 303(d) (relating to water quality limited streams).    
 

A Section 401 Water Quality Certification (WQC) was not issued for the Red Bridge Project. 

However, in a letter dated October 19, 2011 (see Appendix A), in response to an inquiry from 

Essential Power, Mr. Robert Kubit of the MDEP commented that the Red Bridge Project is not 

expected to cause or contribute to violation of the state water quality standards given the 

impoundment retention time of only one day, and based on data provided an assessed in the 1989 

Environmental Assessment and Water Quality Report.   

 

The second part of this Criterion requires that the Project demonstrate that it has not contributed 

to a state finding that the river has impaired water quality under Clean Water Act Section 303(d). 

In the Massachusetts Year 2010 Integrated List of Waters, the Chicopee River has been 

identified as "impaired waters" under Section 303(d) requiring a TMDL for escherchia coli,  and 

fecal coliform in waters above and below the Project, respectively.  In the above noted letter, Mr. 

Kubit commented that combined sewer overflows are the likely cause of these concerns, and the 

Project does not contribute to these escherchia or fecal coliform levels. 

 

B. Water Quality – The Facility is in Compliance with state water quality standards, based 
on consultation with the MDEP, in the Facility area and in the downstream reach.  The 
reach of the river upstream, at and downstream of the facility is identified by the state as 
not meeting water quality standards pursuant to the Clean Water Act for escherichia coli 
and fecal coliform, but the Projects is not expected to be contributing to these levels per 
MDEP comment.  - FACILITY PASSES        
 

 

2.3   Criteria C -  Fish Passage and Protection   

 

Goal:  The facility provides effective fish passage for riverine, anadromous and catadromous 
fish, and also protects fish from entrainment.   
 
Standard:  For riverine, anadromous, and catadromous fish, a facility must be in compliance 
with recent (after 1986) mandatory prescriptions regarding fish passage (such as a Fish and 
Wildlife Service prescription for a fish ladder) as well as any recent resource agency 
recommendations regarding fish protection (e.g., a tailrace barrier).  If anadromous or 
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catadromous fish historically passed through the facility area but are no longer present, the 
applicant must show that the fish are not extirpated or extinct in the area because of the facility 
and that the facility has made a legally binding commitment to provide any future fish passage 
recommended by a resource agency.   
 
When no recent fish passage prescription exists for anadromous or catadromous fish, and the 
fish are still present in the area, the facility must demonstrate either that there was a recent 
decision that fish passage is not necessary for a valid environmental reason, that existing fish 
passage survival rates at the facility are greater than 95% over 80% of the run, or provide a 
letter prepared for the application from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or the National 
Marine Fisheries Service confirming the existing passage is appropriately protective. 
 

The 1992 License Exemption, Article 2, contains a requirement that the Exemptee would 

construct, operate, maintain and monitor upstream and downstream fish passage facilities when 

prescribed by the USF&S or MADFW.  These requirements are noted as mandatory terms and 

conditions under Section 30(c) of the Federal Power Act and Section 408 of the Energy Security 

Act, and are detailed in a letter dated 07/31/92 from the USFWS (contained in Appendix B).  As 

written, these requirements clearly apply to both anadromous and riverine fish, but remain 

“silent” with regard to catadromous species. Currently there are no active migratory fish 

management efforts within the Chicopee River watershed.  As noted by Ms. Melissa Grader of 

the USFWS in an email dated 10/13/11, "while it is likely that lower dams will need fish passage 

facilities  in the near future, it will likely be a number of years before passage will be required at 

Red Bridge."  In an April 2011 telephone conversation, Dr. Caleb Slater of MADFW stated that 

that “fish passage for neither anadromous nor catadromous species are required at this point of 

time at the Red Bridge Project.” His email dated 09/27/11 acknowledges the presence of 

American eel in the River “upstream Dwight Dam”, but his comments or concerns with regard to 

LIHI certification do not identify the need for fish passage. These emails are contained in A. 

 

C. Fish Passage and Protection –Mandatory Fish Passage Prescriptions for upstream and 
downstream passage of fish have been issued by Resource Agencies after December 31, 
1986, which are contained in the FERC License Exemption.  Currently, none of these 
features have been required to be installed.  
FACILITY PASSES. 
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2.4   Criteria D -  Watershed Protection   

 
Goal:  Sufficient action has been taken to protect, mitigate and enhance environmental 
conditions in the watershed.   
 
Standard:  A certified facility must be in compliance with resource agency recommendations and 
FERC license terms regarding watershed protection, mitigation or enhancement.  These may 
cover issues such as shoreline buffer zones, wildlife habitat protection, wetlands protection, 
erosion control, etc. The Watershed Protection Criterion was substantially revised in 2004.  The 
revised criterion is designed to reward projects with an extra three years of certification that 
have a buffer zone extending 200 feet from the high water mark; or, an approved watershed 
enhancement fund that could achieve within the project’s watershed the ecological and 
recreational equivalent of land protection in D.1. and has the agreement of appropriate 
stakeholders and state and federal resource agencies.  A Facility can pass this criterion, but not 
receive extra years of certification, if it is in compliance with both state and federal resource 
agencies' recommendations in a license-approved shoreland management plan regarding 
protection, mitigation or enhancement of shorelands surrounding the project. 
 

No conservation buffer zone, watershed enhancement fund nor a shoreland management plan 

were required by the FERC License Exemption for the Red Bridge Project. However an Erosion 

Control Plan is required under Article 14 whenever land-disturbing, land-clearing or spoil 

producing activity adjacent to the impoundment is undertaken. A copy of the Soil Erosion and 

Sediment Control Plan developed for 2002 construction of the automated slide gate was 

submitted for resource agency review and approved by FERC in their letter dated May 25, 2001.  

 

D. Watershed Protection – No conservation buffer zone, watershed enhancement fund nor 
a shoreland management plan were required by the FERC License Exemption. - 
FACILITY PASSES. 
 

 

2.5   Criteria E -  Threatened and Endangered Species Protection   

 

Goal:  The facility does not negatively impact state or federal threatened or endangered species.   
 
Standard:  For threatened and endangered species present in the facility area, the facility 
owner/operator must either demonstrate that the facility does not negatively affect the species, or 
demonstrate compliance with the species recovery plan and any requirements for authority to 
“take” (damage) the species under federal or state laws. 
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Ms. Melissa Grader of the USFWS in an email dated 10/13/11, reported that no federally 

endangered or threatened species known to exist in the Project area.  A review of the 

Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program likewise found there are no 

state endangered or threatened species, as noted in a letter dated 10/26/11.  This review did 

report that two species of special concern, wood turtle and Stygian Shadowdragon, may be 

located in the area  

E. Threatened and Endangered Species Protection – There are no federally or state 
designated endangered or threatened species found in the project area.  FACILITY 
PASSES 
 

2.6   Criteria F -  Cultural Resource Protection   

 

Goal:  The facility does not inappropriately impact cultural resources.   
 
Standard: Cultural resources must be protected either through compliance with FERC license 
provisions, or, if the project is not FERC regulated, through development of a plan approved by 
the relevant state, federal, or tribal agency. 
 

The Red Bridge Project was included in the National Register of Historic Places as part of the 

Ludlow Village Historic District in 1993.  Article 12 of the License Exemption requires 

consultation with and approval by the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) prior to 

modification of the existing historic features of the Project.  Article 13 requires similar 

consultation with the SHPO prior to land-disturbing or land clearing activities with the Project 

boundaries, and should any new historical features or artifacts be found, that a Cultural Resource 

Management Plan be prepared for SHPO approval and implementation.  SHPO approval was 

required for the installation of the slide gate in 2002.  The gate installation was determined by the 

SHPO to constitute an "adverse effect", although FERC requested that, as the SHPO accepted the 

mitigation provided by CEEMI, that this finding be changed to "no adverse effect".  Despite this 

opinion difference, the requirements of the SHPO were satisfied based on record review.  A 

letter dated 09/27/11 from Edward Bell of the Massachusetts Historic Commission confirmed no 

current concerns, but reminded the Applicant of the need for project review by the Commission 

if future modifications were to occur at the site. (See Appendix A) 
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F. Cultural Resources – The Facility is in Compliance with all requirements regarding 
Cultural Resource protection, mitigation or enhancement included in the FERC License 
Exemption - FACILITY PASSES. 
 

 

2.7   Criteria G - Recreation   

 

Goal:  The facility provides free access to the water and accommodates recreational activities on 
the public’s river.   
 
Standard:  A certified facility must be in compliance with terms of its FERC license or exemption 
related to recreational access, accommodation and facilities.  If not FERC-regulated, a facility 
must be in compliance with similar requirements as recommended by resource agencies.  A 
certified facility must also provide the public access to water without fee or charge. 
 

Various recreational facilities were developed by WMECO in the 1970's including a small boat 

access area at the impoundment near the gatehouse, picnic facilities, a hiking  trail along an 

abandoned railroad tight-of-way paralleling the impoundment north shore and a small boat/canoe 

put-in below the powerhouse tailrace.  A 2010 FERC Inspection Report reported that several of 

the features were not being properly maintained, and raised questions about responsibility for 

these facilities.  The insufficient maintenance issue was later confirmed to be an error in the 

report by FERC.  Documentation has confirmed that the facilities were deeded over to the 

Commonwealth in 1973 to be used as a park to serve the residents.  These facilities are 

maintained by the Commonwealth (Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation  

and Massachusetts Department of Fish and Game) as confirmed by Mr. Richard Brazo, Assistant 

Regional Engineer for the Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation on 

November 18, 2011.  As noted in a FERC letter dated October 12, 2011, Essential Power is 

nonetheless ultimately responsible for these resources, as a condition of the License Exemption, 

even though regular maintenance of the features has been assumed by the Commonwealth. 

 

Essential Power provides use of the impoundment and downstream waters for recreational 

activities free of charge. 
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G. Recreation – The Facility is in Compliance with all requirements regarding Recreation 
protection, mitigation or enhancement and allows access to the reservoir and downstream 
reaches without fees or charges - FACILITY PASSES 
 

2.8   Criteria H - Facilities Recommended for Removal:   

 

Goal:  To avoid encouraging the retention of facilities which have been considered for removal 
due to their environmental impacts.    
 
Standard: If a resource agency has recommended removal of a dam associated with the facility, 
certification is not allowed.  
No resource agency has recommended removal of the Red Bridge Dam. 

 

H. Facilities Recommended for Removal – There are no Resource Agency 
recommendations for removal of the Red Bridge Dam - FACILITY PASSES. 
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3.0   RECORD OF COMMUNICATIONS  

This section documents the contacts made with resource agencies, other interested parties during 

the review of this application.   Communications were by telephone, email and letters.  Appendix 

A contains comment letters received by LIHI and recent agency letters and emails addressing 

compliance questions raised during this LIHI review process. Appendix B contains key historical 

agency letters addressing flow and operation mode issues.  

 

Date of Communication 11/18/11 

Person Contacted Richard Brazo 
Massachusetts Department of Conservation 
and Recreation 

Telephone and email address (413) 545-5432 

Mr. Brazo confirmed that the MDCR does the "regular maintenance" of the recreational facilities 
at the Red Bridge site under a past agreement with the Project. He also reported that the MA 
Division of Fish and Wildlife is responsible for capital improvement projects that may be needed 
to the boat launch,  
 

 

Date of Communication 04/05/12 

Persons Contacted Ms. Melissa Grader 
US Fish and Wildlife Service 

Telephone and/or email address (413) 548-9138 
Melissa_Grader@fws.gov 

Ms. Grader confirmed the plan for her review of six months of flow data for the periods of 
March 1, 2012 through August 31, 2012. This review would allow assessment of the 
appropriateness of the recently submitted Flow Monitoring Plan for Red Bridge. She stated that 
if this data does not validate the monitoring measures included in the current plan, than USFWS 
would recommend to FERC that modifications are needed to the Plan to ensure that it meets the 
agencies requirements, as well as those incorporated into the FERC license exemption.   Ms. 
Grader also confirmed that American eel are not a species of concern at the Red Bridge Project 
but they are a concern at the downstream Dwight Station also owned by Essential Power.  The 
issues associated with the need of empirical data for comparison between calculated and actual 
flows are presented in emails contained in Appendix A. 
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Date of Communication 04/05/12 

Persons Contacted Dr. Caleb Slater 
Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife 

Telephone and/or email address (508) 389-6331 
caleb.slater@state.ma.us 

Dr. Slater confirmed that fish passage for neither anadromous nor catadromous species are 
required at this point of time at the Red Bridge Project.  He also confirmed that he was not part 
of the review process of the six-months of flow data being reviewed by the USFWS to confirm 
appropriateness of the Flow Monitoring Plan.  He stated that while he will depend on the 
USFWS review, that he reserves his right to comment on the Plan if in fact this data suggests that 
plan modifications are needed.  Dr. Slater's formal comment letter dated May 1, 2012, in which 
he raises issues regarding the minimum flow and non-run-of-river operations, is contained in 
Appendix A. 
 



APPENDIX A 

COMMENT LETTERS AND RECENT LETTERS/EMAILS 

RECEIVED FROM RESOURCES AGENCIES 



ESSENTIAL POWER, LLCTM 
do William P. Short III 

44 West 62nd  Street 
P.O. Box 237173 

New York, New York 10023-7173 
(917) 206-0001; (201) 970-3707 

w.shortiii@verizon.net  

July 23, 2012 

Via E-Mail Only 

Low Impact Hydropower Institute 
do Mr. Fred Ayer 
Executive Director 
34 Providence Street 
Portland, Maine 04103 

Re: 	Application of Red Bridge Project (the "Project" or the "Facility") for 
Certification by the Low Impact Hydropower Institute 

Dear Mr. Ayer: 

On June 15, 2015, Essential Power, LLC received a comment letter from Collins 
Hydroelectric LLC ("Collins") on its LIHI application for Red Bridge Project, requesting that the 
application for LIM certification for Red Bridge be approved only upon the condition that the 
Red Bridge Project convert to a run-of-river mode of operations. This request was premised 
upon the belief that that Red Bridge is cycling numerous times a day as evidence by the changes 
in the flows at Indian Orchard gage. From these observations, Collins believes that Red Bridge 
is adversely affecting the electric production at Collins. 

After a careful review of the Collins letter and the operations of Red Bridge and Indian 
Orchard Projects, Essential Power, LLCTM  ("Essential Power") believes that Collins' conclusions 
are incorrect. Given that Collins' conclusions are premised on its analysis of the flow at Indian 
Orchard gage being the flows of Red Bridge Project, those statements as the cause for its 
operational problems at Collins are not accurate. Furthermore, its request for a conditional 
approval of Red Bridge Project for LIHI certification only upon a conversion to run-of-river 
mode is not justified. A review of the LIHI criteria shows that run-of-river mode of operation is 
neither a criterion of LIHI nor its absence a reason for a denial of LIHI certification. 
Accordingly, Essential Power reiterates that its request that LIHI certification of Red Bridge 
Project be approved. 

On the issue of the flows of Indian Orchard gage being representative of the discharges of 
Red Bridge Project, they simply are not. The instantaneous flows at Indian Orchard gage are 



only representative of the flows of Indian Orchard Project, which is located immediately 
upstream stream of Indian Orchard gage. There is a direct correlation between the operation of 
units at the Indian Orchard Project and indicated river flow at Indian Orchard gage. For 
example, on the date sampled by Collins (June 12, 2012), the only unit online at Indian Orchard 
Project was Unit 3, which has a 625 cfs hydraulic capacity (at full load, best gate it is about 600 
cfs). That unit cycled 3 times during the day, generating from 5:43 to 6:55, 11:40 to 13:00 and 
17:40 to 19:25. The indicated river flow showed a 600 cfs increase at 6:00, 12:00 and 18:00. 

On the day in question, June 12, the average flow at the Indian Orchard gage was 616 cfs 
or 590 cfs at Red Bridge Project.' Under normal operating parameters of a nine-inch drawdown, 
it would have taken about 384 minutes to draw down the impoundment and another 285 minutes 
to fill the impoundment back up. In total, the cycle time at Red Bridge would have been a bit 
more than 11 hours. Thus, Collins would have experienced slightly more than two full cycles on 
June 12. On June 12, the software configuration for the Red Bridge PLC was incorrect. 2  This 
resulted in a drawdown of two inches, reflecting a run-of-river mode of operations. 3  Thus, it 
would have taken about 85 minutes to draw down the impoundment and another 63 minutes to 
fill the impoundment back up. In total, the cycle time at Red Bridge would have been a bit less 
than two and one-half hours. Thus, Collins would have experienced more than 9 full cycles on 
June 12. A review of the operating data of June 12 indicates that Red Bridge Project cycled 
nearly eight times that day with an average drawdown of slightly more than 2 inches and a cycle 
time slightly exceeding three hours. 

In the Collins letter, it is mentioned that Collins was designed to operate based upon a 
daily peaking operation of Red Bridge Project beginning at 17:00 and continuing 22:00. While 
that mode of operations may have been true in the mid-1980s, it has not been true since 1992 
when the site was issued its FERC Exemption from License. 

Whether the Red Bridge Project cycles once a day, every day (for example, during the 
mid-1980s) or several times a day (June 12), Collins' control system should be designed to react 
to changes in river flows within a very short time period. The letter from Collins clearly states 
that its units are operating as designed. Its control system detects the change in river flow and 
operates the units (they load up, unload, come on and off-line). As taken directly from the 
Collins Letter, "What I have to stress is that Collins PLC cannot keep up with this erratic flow 
behavior." The various resource agencies, which have jurisdiction over this project, have never 
found the Project's flows to be erratic or detrimental. 

Regarding the Collins request that LIM certification not be awarded until and unless run-
of-river operation is commenced by Red Bridge Project, there is no such requirement in the LIHI 

The drainage area at the Indian Orchard gage is 689 square miles while the drainage area at the Red Bridge Project 
is 660 square miles; thus, 95.79% of the flow at Indian Orchard gage was used as the flow at Red Bridge Project. 
2  Approximately three years ago, an algorithm had been programmed for a two-inch drawdown in the PLC in an 
attempt to judge the effects of operating the Project in a run-of-river mode of operations. That algorithm was 
accidentally activated on June 8th, operating the Project in a run-of-river mode until June 15th 
3  The MDEP has orally confirmed that operating the Project at a two-three inch drawdown would be operating in a 
run-of-river mode given the operating limitations of the Red Bridge turbines. 
4  Prior to 1992, besides a higher drawdown, Red Bridge Project operated with a "voluntary" minimum flow, ranging 
between 70 and 130 cfs. 



criterion. Instead, the relevant criterion, the Flows Criterion, is met when the facility 
demonstrates that it complies with recent resource agency recommendations for flows. Red 
Bridge Project fully satisfies this requirement by possessing approvals of its flows by both the 
Massachusetts Division of Fisheries & Wildlife 5  and the United States Fish & Wildlife Service. 6  
Furthermore, each of these agencies' approvals contains concise language that permits either of 
them, at their sole option, to request reopening of Red Bridge Project's Exemption from License. 
To date, neither agency has made such a request. 

A review was also made of the FERC e-Library for criticism of the operations of Red 
Bridge Project from inception to the present. Not one similar compliant letter to Collins, let 
alone a compliant letter, has ever been received. During the process of the vetting the LIHI 
application for Red Bridge Project, numerous state and federal agencies 7  as well as local and 
national NGOs 8  were informed of the LIM application for Red Bridge Project. No similar 
comments were received by the LLHI In-Take Reviewer or Essential Power. To the contrary, the 
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection wrote, "The Department acknowledges 
the applicant's statement that the Red Bridge Project has been in continuous compliance with the 
requirements of its exception since 1992 and we have no records to indicate otherwise." 

In summary, the flows at Indian Orchard gage are not indicative of the permitted flows 
from Red Bridge Project but only the permitted flows of Indian Orchard Project. All of the 
relevant resource agencies found that Red Bridge Project fully satisfied the LIHI criterion. 
Accordingly, Essential Power reiterates that its request that LIH1 certification of Red Bridge 
Project be approved. 

Sincerely yours, 

VA. 9. 6401 ‘135 

enclosures 

John J. Bahrs (via e-mail only) 
David Schmidt (via e-mail only) 
Kim Marsili (via e-mail only) 
Nicholas Hollister (via e-mail only) 
Patricia B. McIlvaine (via e-mail only) 

5  Copies of these letters are attached. 
6  Copies of these letters are attached. 
7  Among the state and federal agencies contacted were Army Corps of Engineers, Environmental Protection Agency, 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission — New York Regional Office, 
Fish and Wildlife Service, National Marine Fisheries Service, National Park Service, Rivers and Special Studies 
Branch, Natural Resources Conservation Service, Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation, 
Massachusetts Department of Fish and Game, Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection, 
Massachusetts Division of Ecological Restoration, Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife and 
Massachusetts Historical Commission (SHPO). 
8  Among the local and national NGOs contacted were American Rivers, American Whitewater, Appalachian 
Mountain Club, Conservation Law Foundation, Connecticut River Watershed Council and Pioneer Valley Trout 
Unlimited and Trout Unlimited. 



Collins Hydroelectric LLC 

Memo 

To: 	Fred Ayer 

From: Peter B. Clark, President (SRC) 

CC: 	Martha Brennan, Bill Short 

Date: 6/15/2012 

Re: 	Cycling of the Chicopee River Flows 

Background 

During our call this morning about the status of the Collins Hydroelectric LP (Collins) LIHI application, 
we discussed the problems that Collins has had with cycling flows that come to it from Red Bridge 
operations upstream of our site. As Collins LIHI application describes, Collins knew when it designed 
its full Kaplan project that Western Mass Electric's Red Bridge plan was operated so that it could 
generate at full capacity from roughly 17:00 to 22:00 each day of the week to generated evening peak 
power for its customers. Collins is designed to adjust rapidly to the incoming flow so that the 
impoundment does not rise, and water is not spilled over the dam and the impoundment is not drawn 
down below the crest of the flashboards. Collins is a run of river operating system that follows the flow 
changes in the river adjusting wicket gates and changing output to accommodate normal flow changes, 

Recently, we have noticed much more frequent flow adjustments. Because Collins headpond does not 
rise or lower, the only indication of the flow changes are shown in the output records of the Collins 
plant Since Collins passes flow downstream exactly as it is received from upstream, we look to the 
nearest USGS stream gauge to measure flow changes in the Chicopee River. I am including a set of 
daily flow graphs taken from the USGS gauge at Indian Orchard. It is located below Collins, Putts 
Bridge and Indian Orchard power stations. The only evidence that we have that the cycles of river 
flows are coming from Red Bridge is the fact that Collins output goes up and down without spilling 
water. This behavior is observed about six hours later at the Indian Orchard gauge. What is troubling 
to Collins is the peak power production is no longer taking place during evening hours; it now happens 
many times each day. 

Current flow pattern in the Chicopee River 

During the month of June this year, most of the time Indian Orchard flow readings have been jumping 
from 500 cfs to 1,100 cfs (see Exhibit A). To better understand this timing of these flow changes, 
please look at the June 12thgraph (also in Exhibit A), where flows dropped from over 1,000 cfs to 500 
cfs in the first 30 minutes of the day and remained at 500 cfs until about 5:45 AM, then river flows shot 
up to 1,000 to 1,200 cfs with a storm duration of about a week where flows rose above 1,800 cfs but 
with dips several times each day down to 1,200 cfs and occasionally all the way down to 500 cfs. We 
want to focus attention on the recent period from June 9 to today, June 14 th• We would like to focus 
attention on a single day, so we chose June 12, 2012. The day started with flow above 1,000 cfs for 
about an hour, only to drop again to 500 as between 7:30 AM to 11:30 AM. Then again flow rose from 
505 cfs to 1,070 cfs for about an hour, only to drop again to 505 cfs within two hours and remained at 
505 cfs for the next 4 to 5 hours. At 17:45 roughly flow rose again to just about 1,100 cfs where it 
remained at that flow rate for 1.5 hours, but then over the next half hour dropped back to 505 cfs for the 
rest of the evening. I printed out the flow gauge readings, which contain readings taken at 15 minute 
intervals that verify this strange behavior. 
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The Indian Orchard flow gauge was cycled from over 1000 cfs to 500 cfs four times during the 24 hour 
period, only remaining at peak flows for between 1 1/2  hours to 1 % hours at a time, four times in the 
day. If one were trying to maximize output, it would seem that the duration of full capacity turbine flows 
should be sustained for a majority of the hours of the day. But, the higher flow rates were less than six 
hours of that 24 hour period and during the other 18 hours of the day, flows were at Red Bridge's min 
flow discharge rate (237 cfs) plus the additional flow coming from tributaries entering the Chicopee 
River between Red Bridge and the Indian Orchard USGS stream gauge. On the evening of June 11 th, 
when the water was passing the Collins project, flows varied so much that Collins auto control program 
took the plant off line for an hour and a half while the control program waited for flow to increase 
enough (i.e. head pond rise enough) for the PLC program to restart the first generator just before 
midnight. That flow variation would have reached Indian Orchard six or seven hours later. 

Impact of erratic flows on Collins output 

Collins output on the 12' h  of June was very unstable, cycling between slightly above 100 kW and then 
up to 850 to 900 kW eight times during that 24 hour period. A graph of Collins output is shown in 
Exhibit B. There was another generator stop between 2:45 and 3:00 AM and thereafter, every three to 
four hours for the rest of the day output had to be cut back to 100 kW max output from normal output of 
between 750 and 800 kW. This cycling from that output level down to 100 kW and back up again was 
repeated every 3 to 4 hour for a total of eight times in the 24 hour period. 

Our conclusion is that the river flows were varying so much and never stabilized in the way that river 
flow do with sloping increases from rain events followed by long attenuated flow reductions as the river 
flow subsides over a week or ten days. These almost instantaneous changes of 600 cfs up and down 
over short periods of a half hour caused Collins' control system not to come back to a stable long-term 
generation level. Collins output was cycling more rapidly than the river flows because of the unstable 
discharge pattern upstream that we think must have come from Red Bridge. It looks to us as though 

Cfroe

ti e hydro plant immediately upstream of Collins was putting its units on line for short durations of a hour 
plus or minus and then taking them off line until the headpond returned to full pond elevation which took 

m three to five hours. Then the units would once again come on for an hour or two until another 
arge cycle re-commenced. We cannot look at stream gauge data to see what the average daily 

flows were in the river, but I average the quarter hourly flow readings at Indian Orchard and found the 
daily average flow measured at that gauge was 616 cfs. 

What I have to stress is that Collins PLC cannot keep up with this erratic flow behavior. It seems to 
overshoot the amount of change because I think it uses a PID loop which looks at the rate of change 
and makes its adjustment accordingly. Because of the on and off changes between min flow discharge 
and then full rated flow for the turbines during a very short period of between 1 — 1.5 hours, followed by 
shutting the river off again back to the min flow discharge rate, Collins' program never gets back to a 
steady state where flows are constant. Instead, I think that the program computes these radical up 
ticks and down ticks in the flows coming into its impoundment. Accordingly, Collins program over 
corrects frequently. I think that this causes Collins equipment to cycle from stop to full two turbine gate 
opening back to about 100 kW. and then sometimes up over 1,000 kW, and often to 1,500 kW for a 
very short time, only to find the river level dropping again. So, on June 12, while the gauge shows 
only four complete cycles, Collins went through eight production cycles triggered by the abruptness of 
the on and off cycling upstream at Red Bridge Station. 

Incentives 

Collins was designed to follow the daily evening peak hour discharge from Red Bridge Station. Its PLC 
is programmed to operate on the min flow discharge and to follow the normal turbine generating 
discharge rates ramp up for peak hour full capacity turbine flow discharge. Red Bridge was operated 
with units spinning no load which was the likely minimum flow Collins would encounter on the Chicopee 
River. If flows are lower than that the program will take tfie base load Collins unit off line. We believe 
that the rest of the hydro units on the Chicopee River are set up with the same operating systems due 
to the former peaking operations of the other four plants. That was for a single cycle per day to meet 
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evening peak demand. At that time, Red Bridge could draw its impoundment down by three feet in one 
cycle. Today, there is no longer a benefit for the owners of these plants to operate them at full capacity 
periodically during the day, whenever the impoundment is filled. The modu.s operand! seems to be to 
operate at "best gate capacity" or full capacity whenever head can be maximized, i.e. the impoundment 
is full, regardless of the time of day. But, by dispatching water downstream at full gate bursts every few 
hours, and then turning off the river to recharge the Red Bridge impoundment, all the other five hydro 
plants downstream are forced to follow this regime with none of them set up to generate at their best 
gate operating rates of flow. 

Collins recommends that LIHI offer an incentive for Red Bridge to operate as a run of river hydro 
station. By approving Red Bridge as a low impact hydro project conditional upon its operation as a full 
run of river hydro plant, the rest of the river would return to normal flow passage (meteorologically 
determined) rises and falls from precipitation in a river basin. The Ware River is subjected to flow 
diversion into the Quabbin Reservoir, but without major impacts on the environmental condition of the 
river system. But, the right of Red Bridge to cycle the river once a day for peaking purposes is not what 
has been happening for many years. Collins is a run of river hydro plant, and as such it does not 
contribute to the problem that is evident in the stream flow data recorded at the Indian Orchard gauge. 
Give a MA RPS REC incentive to Red Bridge to stop cycling the Chicopee River. 
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Exhibit A: Flow graphs from Indian Orchard Gauge 

a Month of June 2012 

b. June 12, 2012 

c. Tabulated data June 12, 2012 
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USGS Current Conditions for USGS 01177000 CHICOPEE RIvER AT... 	http://waterdata.usgs.gov/ina/nwis/uv?eb_00060 —on&cb_00065=on&... 

Instantaneous-data availability statement 

Discharge, cubic feet per second 

Most recent instantaneous value: 1,060 06-14-2012 15:30 EDT 
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Median daily statistic (82 years) — Discharge 

Create presentation-quality / stand-alone graph. Subscribe to 11 WaterAlert 
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Most recent instantaneous value: 530 06-14-2012 09:30 EDT 
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Chicopee River Flow Data for Indian Orchard Gauge on June 12, 2012 

source Gauge No. Date Time cfs Height (ft) 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 0:00 EDT 1040 5.38 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 0:15 EDT 647 4.88 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 0:30 EDT 518 4.69 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 0:45 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 1:00 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 1:15 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 1:30 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 1:45 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 2:00 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 2:15 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 2:30 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 2:45 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 3:00 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 3:15 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 3:30 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 3:45 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 4:00 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 4:15 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 4:30 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 4:45 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 5:00 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 5:15 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 5:30 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 5:45 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 6:00 EDT 922 5.24 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 6:15 EDT 1090 5.44 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 6:30 EDT 1110 5.46 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 6:45 EDT 1100 5.45 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 7:00 EDT 1080 5.42 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 7:15 EDT 640 4.87 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 7:30 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 7:45 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 8:00 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 8:15 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 8:30 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 8:45 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 9:00 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 9:15 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 9:30 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 9:45 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 10:00 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 10:15 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 10:30 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 10:45 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 11:00 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 11:15 EDT 505 4.67 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 11:30 EDT 511 4.68 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 11:45 EDT 543 4.73 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 12:00 EDT 955 5.28 
USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 12:15 EDT 1060 5.4 
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Chicopee River Flow Data for Indian Orchard Gauge on June 12, 2012 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 12:30 EDT 1060 5.4 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 12:45 EDT 1070 5.41 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 13:00 EDT 1060 5.4 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 13:15 EDT 724 4.98 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 13:30 EDT 524 4.7 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 13:45 EDT 511 4.68 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 14:00 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 14:15 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 14:30 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 14:45 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 15:00 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 15:15 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 15:30 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 15:45 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 16:00 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 16:15 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 16:30 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 16:45 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 17:00 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 17:15 EDT 511 4.68 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 17:30 EDT 511 4.68 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 17:45 EDT 550 4.74 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 18:00 EDT 955 5.28 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 18:15 EDT 1060 5.4 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 18:30 EDT 1070 5.41 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 18:45 EDT 1070 5.41 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 19:00 EDT 1070 5.41 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 19:15 EDT 1070 5.41 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 19:30 EDT 1010 5.35 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 19:45 EDT 618 4.84 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 20:00 EDT 518 4.69 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 20:15 EDT 511 4.68 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 20:30 EDT 511 4.68 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 20:45 EDT 511 4.68 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 21:00 EDT 511 4.68 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 21:15 EDT 511 4.68 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 21:30 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 21:45 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 22:00 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 22:15 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 22:30 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 22:45 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 23:00 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 23:15 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 23:30 EDT 505 4.67 

USGS 1177000 6/12/2012 23:45 EDT 505 4.67 

Average: 616 cfs 
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Exhibit B: Collins production graphs 

a. Weekly Output for first and second weeks of June 2012 

b. Daily output for June 12, 2012 
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The following has been obtained from the LIHI website. 

(May 1, 2012) LIM received a comment letter from Caleb Slater Mass DFW Anadromous Fish 
Project Leader : 

Mr. Fred Ayer, Executive Director 

Low Impact Hydropower Institute 

34 Providence Street 

Portland, ME 04103 

RE: Red Bridge Project (FERC No. P-10676) 

Dear Mr. Ayer: 

The Department of Fish and Game ("DFG") hereby submits the following comments on the Low Impact 
Hydropower Institute's ("LIHI") Pending Application for the proposed LIHI certification of North 
American Energy Alliance, LLC's ("NAEA") Red Bridge Project. The project is located on the 
Chicopee River in the Towns of Wilbraham, Ludlow, Palmer and Belchertown in Hampden and 
Hampshire Counties, Massachusetts. 

DFG is submitting these comments to LIHI in order to fulfill the requirements of the Massachusetts 
Department of Energy Resources ("DOER") Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard Regulations (225 
CMR 14.00; "RPS I" and 225 CMR 15.00; "RPS II"). The RPS I and RPS II regulations were 
promulgated by DOER on January 1, 2009 and require that any hydroelectric project wishing to qualify 
as either a RPS I or RPS II generator first obtain LIM certification. These regulations also require all 
relevant regulatory agencies to comment on the pending LIHI application. 

The Department does not support NAEA's application for URI Certification of the Red Bridge 
Hydroelectric Project for the reasons outlined below. 

PROJECT 

The project includes a dam with a crest elevation of 272.3' (NGVD), a canal headgate house, a power 
canal, two operating penstocks, a powerhouse with two generating units, a tailrace channel (normal 
tailiace elevations 222.7') and appurtenant facilities. The project creates a bypass reach approximately 
1,600 feet long. 

At normal pond elevation, the Red Bridge Project impoundment extends approximately 1.8 miles 
upstream of the dam with a maximum surface area is approximately 185 acres at El. 272.3'. Although 
the permitted storage is approximately 530 acre-feet and the permitted daily drawdown is two feet 
except during annual energy audits and system emergencies when a drawdown of as much as three feet 
may be used, the Project uses only one foot of its drawdown and 185 acre-feet of its storage. 

The Red Bridge project is situated upstream of five other hydroelectric facilities located on the Chicopee 
River and downstream of other dams on the Ware, Swift and Quaboag Rivers. 



FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES 

The Chicopee River is the largest drainage basin in Massachusetts (721 square miles). The River is 
formed where its three tributaries, the Swift, the Ware, and the Quaboag, meet in Palmer. The Swift 
River's three branches were impounded in 1938 to form the Quabbin Reservoir. The upper section of 
the Ware River is also seasonally diverted into the Quabbin Reservoir. Operation of the Quabbin 
Reservoir has lead to significant flow alteration in the Chicopee River. 

The fish of the Chicopee River include microhabitat generalists species such as chain pickerel, bluegill, 
golden shiner, largemouth bass and smallmouth bass; fluvial species such as white sucker, common 
shiner; and tessellated darter. The only migratory fish found upstream of the first dam on the system 
(Dwight dam) is the American eel. Anadromous fish such as American shad, Blueback herring and sea 
lamprey are present downstream of the Dwight dam. The 2009 publication "Development of Target 
Fish Community models for Massachusetts Mainstem Rivers" determined that fish species expected to 
be abundant in the Chicopee river (fallfish, common shiner, blacknose dace, white sucker, and longnose 
dace) are at low abundance or absent from existing fish survey data. 

IMPACTS AND MITIGATION 

FLOWS 

Run-of-river Operation 

The project does not operate as a run-of-river project. The project operated in a "limited pond and 
release mode" which raises and lowers the impoundment by one foot on a daily basis. This mode of 
operation also results in unnatural flow variations in the Chicopee River downstream of the project. 

Bypass reach  

The project's FERC license guarantees that a minimum flow of 237cfs or inflow is released into the 
project's 1,600 foot long bypass reach. This flow was recommended in 1989 by the USFWS. The flow 
is either the estimated median August flow and represents 0.36 cfsm (cfs per square mile of drainage 
area). This flow is not representative of a natural flow regime and is not appropriate as a year round flow 
requirement. 

FISH PASSAGE 

The project has no fish passage requirements. 

COMMENTS 

The Department does not support NAEA's application for LIHI Certification of the Red Bridge Project. 

This project, with its daily peaking operations and impoundment, contributes to changes to the nature of 
the Chicopee River and cannot be described as "Low Impact". 

Likewise a minimum flow of 237cfs in a 1,600 foot long section of the Chicopee River cannot be 
described as "Low Impact". Using summer flows for a year round prescription subjects fish and 



wildlife resources to year round low flow conditions and does not reflect the current state of knowledge 
for instream flow requirements. 

The Department opposes LIHI certification of this project until such time as this project is operated in a 
significantly more environmentally sensitive manner. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

Caleb Slater, Ph.D. 

Anadromous Fish Project Leader 



Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Executive Office of Energy I& Environmental Affairs 

Department of Environmental Protection 
Central Regional Office• 627 Main Street, Worcester MA 01608 • 508-792-7550 

DEVAL L. PATRICK 
Governor 

TiMOTHY P. MURRAY 
Lieutenant. Governor 

William P. Short III 
on behalf of North American Energy Alliance, LLC 
P.O. Box 237173 
New York, NY 10023-7008 

Re: Request For Conditional Approval 
Red Bridge Hydro, FERC #10676 

Dear Mr. Short, 

RICHAFID K. SUUJVAN JR. 
Secretary 

KENNETH L KIMMELL 
Corn miseIoner 

October 19, 2011 

In pursuit of certification from the Low Impact Hydropower Institute, North American Energy Alliance, 
LLC has requested the MA Department of Environmental Protection (the Department) to confirm (1) the 
Red Bridge Hydro facility (Project) is not expected to cause or contribute to violations of state water 
quality standards; (2) the automated slide gate that releases minimum flows was installed and is 
operating properly; and (3) that the Department approves of the monitoring approach being used to 
verify minimum flow. 

(1) The Department does not possess water quality data collected at the Red Bridge Hydro facility 
beyond that submitted with this request. However, the Department does have data collected in 
the vicinity and believes the presence of wet weather combined sewer overflows upstream of 
the Project Is likely the cause of upstream waters requiring a TMDL for pathogens. The 
Department believes the Project does not cause nor contribute to the presence of pathogens, 
escherchla coli and fecal coliform both immediately upstream and downstream of or in the 
Project area. 

Based on the upstream impoundment estimated retention time of approximately one day and 
information from the 1989 Environmental Report and Water Quality Report prepared for the 
FERC exemption application, the Department does not exOect the Project to cause or contribute 
to violations of state water quality standards due to water chemistry, either downstream or in 
the impoundment. 

(2) The Department did not issue a water quality certificate for the Red Bridge Hydro exemption in 
1992 and was not a participant in the exemption amendment of 1999 (the Supreme Court 
decision incorporating water quality ceitificales into FERC licenses was issued in 1994). We are 
not now requiring any information from the owner and cannot judge whether the slide gate is 
operating properly. We note however, via email from Melissa Grader to you October 13, 2011 

ThIs information Is available In alternate format. Call Michelle Waters-Ekanem, Diversity Diredtor, at 617-292-5751, TDD# 1-856-539-7622 or 1-617-574-6568 
MassDEP Website: www.rnass.govIdep 

Printed on Recycled Paper 



that the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service states the slide gate was installed in 2002 but they are 
unable to determine whether the Project Is In compliance with its minimum flow requirement. 

(3) For reasons described in (2) above the Department cannot approve of the monitoring approach 
being used to verify minimum flow. 

The Department can respond to approval requests (2) and (3) above when we receive the information 
identified as missing In the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service email dated October 13, 2011, specifically: 

1. A revised final Minimum Flow and Impoundment Fluctuation Monitoring Plan that addresses thd 
comments contained in the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service letter to KleinschmIdt Associates dated 
November 6, 2001; 

2. Provide a method to allow visual verification of gate discharge. 

In view of your Low Impact Hydropower Institute certification application, the Department notes thls 
facility uses a peaking mode of operation. The Department intends to require all Projects to be 
operated at all times in a run-of-river mode with inflows equal to outflows and a stable pond level 
within a narrow band. While this Project may be in compliance with FERC exemption flow requirements, 
the Department has concerns that a peaking facility would be considered a low impact hydropower 
facility. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at 508-767-2854. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Kublt, P.E. 

Cc: Caleb Slater/MADFW 
Melissa Grader/USFWS 



The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
William Francis Galvin, Secretary of the Commonwealth 

Massachusetts Historical Commission 

September 27, 2011 

William P. Short III 
North American Energy Alliance, LLC 
PO Box 2371773 
New York, NY 10023-7173 

RE: Red Bridge Hydroelectric Project, Wilbraham, MA. 
MHC#RC.4544. FERC Project No. 10676-001. 

Dear Mr. Short: 

Staff at the Massachusetts Historical Commission have reviewed information that you 
submitted concerning the proposed project referensced above, and the MHC's files. 

The Red Bridge Generating Station (WIL.108) is listed in the National Register of 
Historic Places. 

To ascertain the project's compliance with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's 
conditions, the MHC suggests that you contact FERC. The MFIC has no further 
information than the MHC's previous comments noted in your letter. 

If any project is proposed at the property the involves new construction, demolition, or 
modification, then a completed Project Notification Form (available at the MHC 
website), USGS locus map, and scaled plans showing existing and proposed conditions 
should be submitted to the MHC. 

Sincerely, 

Edward Bell 
Technical Services Division 
Massachusetts Historical Commission 

220 Morrissey Boulevard, Boston, Massachusetts 02125 
(617) 727-8470 • Fax: (617) 727-5128 

www.sec.state.ma.us/mhc  



Bill Short 

From: 	 Melissa_Grader©flus.gov  
Sent: 	 Thursday, October 13, 2011 11:26 AM 
To: 	 w.shortiii@verizon.net  
Cc: 	 RoberiKubit@state.ma.us ; caleb.slater@state.ma.us; John_Warner@fws.gov  
Subject: 	 Fw: LIFII certification for the Red Bridge Project FERC No. 10676 

Dear Mr. Short, 

This responds to your various requests for information necessary for NAEA to complete its application for Low 
Impact Hydropower Institute (LIHI) Certification. We have reviewed the project file and filings contained on 
the FERC Online database, and offer the following: 

1. Threatened and Endangered Species 
According to the FWS/New England Field Office's online database 
(litip://www.fws,Igov/newenglan41EtidimpredSOc-Consultation.htm) ;  there are no federally listed T&E species 
known to occur in tlie project area. 	 - 

2. Minimum Flow 
The Red Bridge Project is required to release a continuous flow of 237 cfs (or inflow, if less) to the 1,600 foot-
long bypass reach. Originally this flow was passed via uniform spill at the dam, but in 2002 the previous owners 
(Consolidated Edison Energy Massachusetts, Inc.; or CEEMI) installed a slide gate to pass the bypass flow. In a 
letter to CEEMI's consultant (Kleinschmidt Associates) dated March 13, 2001, the FWS requested that once the 
slide gate was installed and operational, CEEMI should provide data for the first six months to verify that the 
project was complying with its bypass flow requirement The FWS also requested that CEEM1 provide a 
method to allow visual verification of gate discharge. By letter dated March 19, 2001, Kleinschmidt agreed to 
these requests. To date, it appears that neither of these requests have been fulfilled; therefore, we are unable to 
determine whether the project is in compliance with its minimum flow requirement. 

In January of 2000, the FWS submitted modified terms and conditions (T&Cs) for the Red Bridge Project. One 
of those T&Cs was a requirement to submit a plan to monitor impoundment level and bypass flow releases at 
the project. Kleinschmidt Associates prepared a draft Minimum Flow and Impoundment Fluctuation Monitoring 
Plan for all four of CEEMI's Chicopee River projects (including Red Bridge) in October of 2001. The FWS 
provided comments on that plan by letter dated November 6, 2001. That letter contained a number of 
issues/concerns that the Service recommended be addressed in the fmal plan. There is no indication in our ffies 
that a revised plan addressing the comments received by the Service was ever submitted for our approval; 
therefore it appears that the project is not in compliance with Condition #5 of the exemption. 

3. Fish Passage 
The original terms and conditioms set for this project by the Service on July 31, 1992 contained a requirement 
that the Exemptee construct, operate, maintain and monitor upstream and downstream fish passage facilities 
when prescribed by the Service and/or the Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife. Currently there are 
no active migratory fish mansgement efforts within the Chicopee River watershed. The Red Bridge Project is 
the most upstream of NAEA's Chicopee projects. While it is likely that the lower dams will need fish passage 
facilities in the near future, it likely will be a number of years before passage will be required at Red Bridge. 
Therefore, the project appears to be in compliance with respect to fish passage. 

4. Watershed Protection 
The Service did not set any mandatory terms and conditions relative to watershed protection. The 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts is the appropriate agency to respond to this particular information request. 
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5. Below-project Flows 
The Red Bridge Project is allowed to fluctuate the headpond up to one foot from April 1 through June 30, and 
up to 2 feet from July 1 through March 30. According to documents in our project file, in the early post-
licensing days it appears that the project did not do drawdowns (although allowed to) because the impoundment 
level needed to be kept higher than the darn crest in order to provide the required bypass flow. However, the 
agencies were concerned that the uniform dam spill method of providing the bypass flow was not satisfactory, 
because the project still operated with an approximate three-inch fluctuation, which resulted in times when less 
than 237 cfs was being provided to the bypass reach. Therefore, a new method of providing the bypass flow (via 
a deep slide gate) was agreed to. Since it was installed, this new bypass flow mechanism has provided the 
project with the ability to utilize the allowable drawdown limits. While the Service does not know exactly how 
Red Bridge operates, viewing the downstream Indian Orchard USGS streamflow gauge indicates that at least 
some projects on the river are operating in a cycling mode: the units turn off and on several times a day, leaving 
only the minimum flow in the river. Below is a hydrograph for the period June 15 through June 19, 2011 
(provisional data). It appears that the agencies may have inadvertently facilitated the conversion of Red Bridge 
operations from one of more or less run-of-river under uniform spill, back to a store and release mode of 
operation under the slide gate method. We raise this issue because, although the project may be operating in 
compliance with the terms and conditions of its exemption, and therefore may meet requirements of LIM 
certification under the existing criteria, this may not be the case under future revisions to LIM criteria_ 

In developing this response to your request, we identified several information gaps relative to the project 
facilities. We would appreciate it if NAEA could provide us with the following: 
- the type of units at the project, and their minimum and maximum hydraulic capacities; 
- trashrack specifications (wetted area and clear spacing); 
- as-built plans of the slide gate. 

2 
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5. Below-project Flows 
The Red Bridge Project is allowed to fluctuate the headpond up to one foot from April 1 through June 30, and 
up to 2 feet from July 1 through March 30. According to documents in our project file, in the early post-
licensing days it appears that the project did not do drawdowns (although allowed to) because the impoundment 
level needed to be kept higher than the dam crest in order to provide the required bypass flow. However, the 
agencies were concerned that the uniform dam spill method of providing the bypass flow was not satisfactory, 
because the project still operated with an approximate three-inch fluctuation, which resulted in times when less 
than 237 cfs was being provided to the bypass reach. Therefore, a new method of providing the bypass flow (via 
a deep slide gate) was agreed to. Since it was installed, this new bypass flow mechanism has provided the 
project with the ability to utilize the allowable drawdown limits. While the Service does not know exactly how 
Red Bridge operates, viewing the downstream Indian Orchard USG-8 streamflow gauge indicates that at least 
some projects on the river are operating in a cycling mode: the units turn off and on several times a day, leaving 
only the minimum flow in the river. Below is a hydrograph for the period June 15 through June 19, 2011 
(provisional data). It appears that the agencies may have inadvertently facilitated the conversion of Red Bridge 
operations from one of more or less run-of-river under uniform spill, back to a store and release mode of 
operation under the slide gate method. We raise this issue because, although the project may be operating in 
compliance with the terms and conditions of its exemption, and therefore may meet requirements of LIHI 
certification under the existing criteria, this may not be the case under future revisiOns to UHT criteria. 

In developing this response to your request, we identified several information gaps relative to the project 
facilities. We would appreciate it if NAHA could provide us with the following: 
- the type of units at the project, and their minimum and maximum hydraulic capacities; 
- trashrack specifications (wetted area and clear spacing); 
- as-built plans of the slide gate. 
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We hope this has been responsive to your requests. If you have any questions or require further information 
please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 
Melissa Grader 

Melissa Grader 
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
US FWS/New England Field Office 
do CT River Coordinator's Office 
103 East Plumtree Road 
Sunderland, MA 01375 
413-548-8002, x124 
413-548-9622 (FAX) 
melissagrader@fws.gov  
www.fws.gov/newengland  
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Patricia B. McHvaine 

From: 	13ill Short [w.shortiii@verizon.net ] 
Sent: 	Sunday, October 23, 2011 11:48 PM 

To: 	Patricia B. MciWine 

Cc: 	John J. Bahrs; John J. Bahrs 

Subject: 	FW RE: Red Bridge Project LIHIApplication -- Water Quality 

Attachments: image004.jpg; image001.jpg 

Pat, 

Here is Caleb Slater's e-mail reply to Fish Passage Requirements. He confirms that Red Bridge is 
complying with its fish passage requirements. 

Bill Short 

From: w.shortill@verizon.net  Imailto:w.shortiii@verizon.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2011 11:19 PM 
To: w.shortili@verizon.net  
Subject: Fwd: RE: Red Bridge Project LIHI Application -- Water Quality 

From: ''Slater, Caleb (MISC)" 

Date: Sep 27, 2011 9:21:19 AM 

Subject: RE: Red Bridge Project LIHI Application — Water Quality 

To: Bin Short <w.shortiii@verizon.net> 

This email is to confirm for the LIHI reviewer that "the current upstream and/or downstream 
passage prescriptions are still valid and that no fish passage facilities, such as entrainment 
barriers, have been requested at the Red Bridge Project to date". 
MADFW agrees that the Terms and Conditions for fish passage set in the 1992 exemption and 
1999 amendment to the exemption for the Red Bridge Project are still accurate and that 
MADFW has not asked the project owner to install and fish passage protection since. MADFW 
of course reserves its right to revisit fish passage protection needs at this project at some future 
time. 

Caleb 

Caleb Slater, PhD 
Anadromous Fish Project Leader 

10/24/2011 
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Patricia B. Mclivaine 

From: MelissaGrader@fws.gov  

Sent: 	Thursday, November 10, 2011 3:21 PM 

To: 	w.shortiil@verizon.net  

Cc: 	caleb.slater@state.ma.us ; Robert.Kubit@state.ma.us  

Subject: Red Bridge LIHI certification 

Hi Bill, 

Regarding our phone conversation earlier today, I'm providing this follow-up response for your 
consideration: 

In my October 13, 2011 email to you, I outlined several issues in my review of the Red Bridge 
Project file relative to NAEA's application for LUll certification: (1) the lack of empirical data 
verifying that the slide gate is providing the required flows to the bypass reach; (2) the lack of a 
visual mechanism allowing verification of gate discharge; (3) and the lack of a submittal of a 
revised Minimum Flow and Impoundment Fluctuation MonitoringPlan. 

This message is to clarify that the Service's position is that these outstanding issues do not 
necessarily preclude NAEA from applying for LIHI certification; however, the Service would 
recommend that LLHI condition the certification to require NAEA to address these outstanding 
issues within a specified timeframe. Below are our suggested LIHI conditions: 

1.Within 12 months of receiving LIHI certification NAEA should use standard stream-gauging 
techniques to quantify the bypass discharge when the slide gate is set to release 237 cfs. Once 
verified, NAEA shall place a visual marker in an easily observable location (e.g., a staff gage or 
paint mark on a rock, etc.) that identifies the water level equating to 237 cfs. 
2.NAEA should provide the FWS with operational data for the period June 1 through November 
30, 2012 that verifies the project is meeting its bypass flow requirement. 
3.Within 6 months of receiving LIHI certification NAEA should submit a revised Minimum 
Flow and Impoundment Fluctuation Monitoring Plan for FWS review and approval. This plan 
should address the issues/concerns that the Service identified in its letter of November 6, 2001. 

I hope these comments are of assistance to you in completing your LIFU application. 

Regards, 
Melissa 

Melissa Grader 
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
US FWS/New England Field Office 
do CT River Coordinator's Office 
103 East Plumtree Road 
Sunderland, MA 01375 
413-548-8002, x124 
413-548-9622 (FAX) 
melissa_grader@fws.gov  
www.fws.gov/newengland  

4/12/2012 
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Patricia B. Mclivaine 

From: 	Bill Short [w.shortiii@verizon.net ] 

Sent: 	Friday, November 11, 2011 4:34 PM 

To: 	 'Patricia B. McIlvaine' 

Cc: 	 John J. Bahrs; John J. Bahrs; Kim Marsili; David Schmidt; Nicholas Hollister 

Subject: 	RE: Will await emails 

Attachments: Red Bridge LIHI certification; William P Short III.vcf 

Patricia, 

Attached is an e-mail from Melissa Grader of the USFWS regarding USFWS's requirements for signing off 
on the LIHI application for Red Bridge Project. Her three points are as follows: 

• If NAEA cannot find the 2001(?) Minimum Flow and Impoundment Fluctuation Monitoring Plan, 
it must prepare such a plan. This must be completed and approved by June 1, 2012; 

• If NAEA cannot find the empirical data from 2003 verifying that the slide gate is providing the 
required flows to the bypass reach, six months of data must be provided which confirms a 
minimum flow of 237 cfs. This must completed by December 1, 2012; 

• NAEA must either place a pole or paint a rock in the spillway area from which one can tell if the 
flow is 237 cfs. 

I have let NAEA know of the USFWS requirements and we will be talking about these requirements in 
the very near future. In the meantime, NAEA has been searching its files and has reached out to 
Kleinschmidt but so far without any luck. 

I did speak with Bob Kubit about Melissa's e-mail. Bob agreed with the first two points but was not as 

enthusiastic about the requirement for the pole or painted rock since the spillway area is not very 

accessible and the lack of a "convenient" rock to paint a red stripe. Bob came to this conclusion once he 
had viewed the pictures that I sent him on the CD. Melissa has not completed viewing the CD, 

especially the photographs. Next week, I'll speak with Melissa about her latter request to see if it is that 
germane if the first two items are accomplished. 

On NAEA's minimum flow letters, I did speak with NAEA personnel and they have calculations and 

records that indicate that the 237 cfs minimum flows is being achieved. My reply question is that, "Do 
you need both the USFWS requests answered as well as the NAEA documentation of minimum flow?" 

Changing subjects, I'll contact the Massachusetts State Park people next week and find out if they will 

provide me with a letter or e-mail on the maintenance of the upstream boat ramp and downstream car-
top boat launch. 

Bill Short 

4/12/2012 
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William P. Short In 

(917) 206-0001 Work 
.(201) 970,3707 Mobile 
vcstiortiitOvertion.net  

F),0. 8,ox 237173.(Meihog Address) 
Nevti York, New. 'kirk 100-71 

sb,oet•(slivit Ad.gros) 
New Yo.rici.1 144 Y.Potk 1002.377008  

From: Patricia B. Mcllvaine [mailto:pbm@wright-pierce.comj  
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2011 9:17 AM 
To: 'Bill Shore 
Subject: Will await emails 

Bill 

I will need to wait until I receive all of the emails you mentioned before I can do a complete review of the water 
quality issue. Also, please be sure that the data requested in my intake review and our various discussions is 
provided. I still believe that you may need to contact KA. If they are issuing formal statements to FERC that the 
facility is in compliance with the license flow requirements, they must have some formal basis on which to sign off 
of this, including an agency approved method of measuring the flow. 

Also, have you received any written confirmation that the recreational facilities are in fact being maintained by the 
state? 

Pat 

Pat McIlvalne I Project Manager 

Wright-Pierce I Water, Wastewater & Infrastructure Engineers 
www.wrioht-pierce.com  

Offices throughout New England 
Tel 888.621.8156 Fax 207.729.8414 

Serving New England for Over 60 Years 

4/12/2012 
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Patricia B. McHvaine 

From: 	Bill Short [w.shortiii@verizon.net ] 

Sent: 	Saturdajt, April 14, 2012 11:06 PM 

To: 	 Patricia B. Will/eine 

Subject: 	FW: Red Bridge UM certification 

Attachments: pic29170.gif; red bridge aerial pix.docx; William P Short 111.vcf 

Pat, 

Per your e-mail of 4/12/2012, below is the e-mail from Melissa Grader where she agrees to drop 
the requirement for the rock with a red stripe. If you accept this e-mail, the e-mail that you are 
looking for from Melissa Grader should only cover one issue — whether NAEA needs to perform 
an empirical study or will the six months of data suffice. 

Bill Short 

Milani P. Short ffl  

• 206-0001 Work 
(201) 9703707 MOO 
litit ihortiiitirer4orLget 

• pox 21473:Maping,AditrieW 
koir. York 10923-7173 

44 W0t6Zr(cfSir.6et -(*W AdOetii 
14*.yo* New Yo rk $025.706 

From: Mellssa_Grader@fws.gov  [mailto:Melissa_Grader©fws.gov ] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2011 3:44 PM 
To: w.shortili@verlzon.net  
Cc: caleb.slater@state.ma.us ; Robert.Kubit@state.ma.us  
Subject: Re: Red Bridge UHI certification 

Dear Bill, 

This is to follow up on our phone conversation earlier today. On that call, you questioned the 
feasibility of installing a visual marker within the bypass reach to identify the water surface 
elevation equating to 237 cfs due to the remoteness and lack of easy access to the site. 

I have reviewed the photos you sent on CD and have looked at aerial views from different 
vantage points online (e.g., Bing, Google Earth, etc.; see attached file). While I do think it might 
be possible to find a location where a staff gage could be installed (e.g., where the transmission 
line crosses the river), we have reconsidered and fmd that it is not necessary to provide a 
visual mechanism. Because NAEA maintains monitoring records of gate discharge, if there is 
any question of compliance with the bypass flow requirement, the Service can request those 
records from NAEA (directly, or indirectly through FERC). 

Therefore, we have modified our first suggested condition as follows: 
1. Within 12 months of receiving LIHI certification NAEA should use standard stream-gauging 
techniques to quantify the bypass discharge when the slide gate is set to release 237 cfs. The 

4/16/2012 
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measurements and calculations should be provided to the Service within 3 months of data collection. 

Regards, 
Melissa 
(See attached file: red bridge aerial pix.docx) 

Melissa Grader 
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
US FWS/New England Field Office 
do CT River Coordinator's Office 
103 East Plumtree Road 
Sunderland, MA 01375 
413-548-8002, x124 
413-548-9622 (FAX) 
melissa grader@fws.gov   
www.fws.gov/newengland   

Melissa Grader/R5/FWS/DOI 

Melissa 	 ToBill Short 
Grader/115/FWS/DOI 	cccaleb.slater@state.ma.us , Robert.Kubit@state.ma.us  

SubjectRed Bridge LIM certification 
11/10/2011 03:20 PM 

Hi Bill, 

Regarding our phone conversation earlier today, I'm providing this follow-up response for your 
consideration: 

In my October 13, 2011 email to you, I outlined several issues in my review of the Red Bridge Project 
file relative to NAEA's application for LIHI certification: (1) the lack of empirical data verifying that the 
slide gate is providing the required flows to the bypass reach; (2) the lack of a visual mechanism 
allowing verification of gate discharge; (3) and the lack of a submittal of a revised Minimum Flow and 
Impoundment Fluctuation MonitoringPlan. 

This message is to clarify that the Service's position is that these outstanding issues do not necessarily 
preclude NAEA from applying for L1111 certification; however, the Service would recommend that LIHI 
condition the certification to require NAEA to address these outstanding issues within a specified 
timefiume. Below are our suggested LIHI conditions: 

1.Within 12 months of receiving LIN{ certification NAEA should use standard stream-gauging 
techniques to quantify the bypass discharge when the slide gate is set to release 237 cfs. Once verified, 
NAEA shall place a visual..marker in an easily observable location (e.g., a staff gage or paint mark on a 
rock, etc.) that identifies the water level equating to 237 cfs. 
2.NAEA should provide theFWS with operational data for the period June 1 through November 30, 
2012 that verifies the project is meeting its bypass flow requirement. 
3.Within 6 months of receiving LIHI certification NAEA should submit a revised Minimum Flow and 
Impoundment Fluctuation Monitoring Plan for FWS reView and approval. This plan should address the 
issues/concerns that the Service identified in its letter of November 6; 2001. 

4/16/2012 
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I hope these comments are of assistance to you in completing your LIHI application. 

Regards, 
Melissa 

Melissa Grader •  
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
US FWS/New England Field Office 
do CT River Coordinator's Office 
103 East Plumtree Road 
Sunderland, MA 01375 
413-548-8002, x124 
413-548-9622 (FAX) 
melissa grader@fws.gov   
www.fws.gov/newengland  

4/16/2012 
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Patricia B. Mclivaine 

From: Melissa_Grader@fws.gov  
Sent: 
	

Thursday, April 26, 2012 11:30 AM 
To: 
	

Patricia B. Mcllvaine 

Subject: Re: FW: USFWS comments on empirical data 

Hello Pat, 

Yes, Kim's email accurately portrays our discussion and agreement regarding the 
empirical data needs for the Red Bridge Project. 

Regards, 
Melissa 

Melissa Grader 
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
US FWS/New England Field Office 
do CT River Coordinator's Office 
103 East Plumtree Road 
Sunderland, MA 01375 
413-548-8002, x124 
413-548-9622 (FAX) 
melissa_grader@fws.gov  
www.fws.gov/newengland  

"Patricia B. Mcllvaine" <Pat.McIlvaine@wright-pierce.com .> 

Melissa 

"Patricia B. McIlvaine" 
<Pat.McIlvaine@wright. 
pierce.com> 

04/2612012 11:24 AM 

To"'Melissa Grader @fws.gov-
<Melissal.Grader@fws.gov> 

cc 
SubjectFW: USFWS comments on empirical data 

Could you please confirm for me that this email accurately portrays your agreement 
regarding the empirical data needs for the Red Bridge Project? 

A quick email response would work great. 

Thanks 

Pat 

From: Kim Marsili fmailto:Kim.Marsili@essentialpowerllc.coml  
Sent: Monday, April 23, 2012 9:28 AM 
To: Bill Short 
Cc: John Bahrs 

4/26/2012 
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Subject: RE: USFWS comments on empirical data 

Bill, I spoke with Melissa. Long story short I promised her a one day flow study to verify that a given 

pond elevation and a given gate position equates to the min flow that we calculated. She realizes that 

we may have to wait until the river flows will allow the test, but I assured her that we are committed to 

do it as soon as possible. With this information she seemed satisfied that we could move ahead with 

the certification process. 
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RECEIVED 

OCT 2 5 1989 

RA.R. 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

Division of 
Fisheries &Wildlife 
Wayne F. MacCallum, Director 

October 20, 1989 

Mr. R. A. Reckert 
Vice President 
Northeast Utilities Services Company 
P.O. Box 270 
Hartford, CT 06141-0270 

RE: FERC No. 10676, Red Bridge Hydro Project, Chicopee River, 
Draft Application for Exemption from Licensing 

Dear Mr. Reckert: 

The Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife (MDFW) 
has completed its review of the Second Stage Consultation Draft 
Application for Exemption from Licensing for the Red Bridge Hydro 
Project as requested. Stage One consultation resulted in 
recommendations by this agency and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (USFWS) for studies to determine the continuing impact of 
project operation on fish and wildlife resources. These studies 
addressed four specific areas of concern; instream flows, 
reservoir fluctuations, water quality, and recreational access. 

Instream Flow 

You are proposing the release of an instantaneous minimum 
flow of 237 cfs or inflow to the project (if less) at the Red 
Bridge Dam. The 237 cfs flow figure was derived from a 
hydrological analysis of gage data from within the Chicopee River 
basin in accordance with guidelines of the USFWS's Aquatic Base 
Flow policy and approximates the unregulated August median flow. 
We believe this flow will be adequate to protect fisheries 
resources in the bypass and below the project. A method for 
monitoring the instantaneous flow should also be developed. 

Reservoir Fluctuations 

These studies and consultation with the USFWS concluded that 
the area of available fish spawning habitat is significantly 
impacted by a reservoir fluctuation greater than one foot. You 
are proposing to limit the maximum water level fluctuation to one 
foot or less during the period of April 1 to June 30, the period 
we and the USFWS have agreed is the period of maximum fish 
spawning activity. Also, we concur with the conclusion of the 

Field Headquarters 
Westborough, Massachusetts 01581 (508) 366-4470 
An Agency of t he Departnwnt of Fisheries. Wildlife di Environmental Law Enforcement 



studies that continued operation of the project will not 
significantly affect either wildlife or wetlands resources. 

Water Ouality 

Review of data from 1980 and 1985 coupled with additional 
sampling within the Red Bridge impoundment indicated that 
dissolved oxygen levels are above the Class B standards. 
Therefore we see no adverse impacts to water quality from 
continued operation of the project. 

Recreational Access 

During Stage One consultation you were advised to describe 
the recreational use of the project area and to develop 
alternatives to accommodate increased recreational demand. 'A-e 
understand you will be increasing vehicle parking adjacent to the 
area used for launching car-top boats. 

Other Issues  

The subject of anadromous fish passage was discussed during 
the Stage One consultation. At that time, both we and the USFWS 
informed you that the Chicopee River is not currently considered 
for anadromous fish restoration. This may change in the future 
after restoration efforts on other higher priority waters is 
achieved. Accordingly, we and the USFWS will prescribe a 
condition in your exemption requiring the construction, 
operation, and monitoring of fish passage facilities when 
prescribed by one or both of these agencies. 

Terms and Conditions 

Section 30(c) of the Federal Power Act and Section 408 of 
the Energy Security Act require the inclusion in the exemption of 
all terms and conditions that are prescribed by State and Federal 
fish and wildlife agencies to prevent loss of, or damage to, fish 
and wildlife resources and to otherwise carry out the purposes of 
the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. Consistent with our 
responsibilities, the following terms and conditions are 
provided: 

1. The Exemptee shall construct, operate, and monitor fish 
passage facilities at this project when prescribed by the 
MDFW and/or the USFWS. 

2. The Exemptee shall provide a minimum instantaneous flow 
release at the Red Bridge Dam of lessor of 237 cfs or inflow 
to the project, to conserve, protect, and enhance aquatic 
habitat. 

3. The Exemptee shall limit drawdown of the project impoundment 
to no more that one (1) foot daily below the crest of the Red 
Bridge Dam (272.3' NGVD) during the period April 1 through 
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June 30 of any year. During the period July 1 through March 
30 of any year the impoundment shall not be drawn down more 
than two (2) feet daily below the crest of the dam, except for 
system emergencies or annual energy audits. 

4. The exemptee shall notify the MDFW in writing when the minimum 
flow turbine commences operation. Such notice shall be sent 
within 30 days of start-up to Assistant Director Fisheries, 
Field Headquarters, Route 135, Westborough, MA 01581. 

5. The Exemptee shall construct and operate a public parking 
facility as described in the draft application for exemption, 
and allow for public access to the project area for 
utilization of fish and wildlife resources, subject to 
reasonable safety and liability limitations. Such access 
should be prominently and permanently posted so that its 
availability is made known to the public. 

6. The Exemptee shall within six months of issuance of an 
exemption for this project, present to the MDFW for approval 
a plan for monitoring the instantaneous minimum flow releases 
at this project. Following approval of the monitoring plan, 
the Exemptee shall then measure instantaneous flows and 
provide records of discharges at the project on a regular 
basis as per specifications of the MDFW. 

7. The Exemptee shall allow the MDFW to inspect the project area 
at any time while the project operates under an exemption from 
licensing to monitor compliance with their terms and 
conditions. 

8. The MDFW is reserved the right to add and alter terms and 
conditions as appropriate to carry out its responsibilities 
during the life of the project with respect to fish and 
wildlife resources. The Exemptee shall, within thirty (30) 
days of receipt, file with the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) any additional terms and conditions imposed 
by the above agency. 

9. The Exemptee shall incorporate the aforementioned fish and 
wildlife conditions in any conveyance - by lease, sale or 
otherwise - of his interests so as to legally assure 
compliance with said conditions for as long as the project 
operates under an exemption from licensing. 

With regard to FERC Order #487 requiring reimbursement to 
fish and wildlife agencies for costs incurred in the setting of 
terms and conditions for hydroelectric projects, such 
reimbursement to the MDFW is waived. This agency's costs have 
been covered under its F-W-9-T Technical Assistance Project. 

Please contact Mr. Bob Madore of this office at (508) 366- 
4470 regarding any questions you might have. 



Sincerely, 

itttiti •X e9atv4. (*vile) 
Peter H. Oatis 
Assistant Director, Fisheries 
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et6 
United States Department of the Interior 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
400 RALPH PILL MARKETPLACE 

22 BRIDGE STREET 
CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03501-4901 

RECEIVED 
OCT 2 3 1989 

RA R .  

REF: FERC No. 10676 

Mt. Richard A. Reckert, Vice President 
Northeast Utilities Service Company 
P.O. Box 270 
Hartford, Connecticut 06141-0270 

Octdber 20, 1989 

Drar Mt. Reckert: 

We have reviewed the Second Stage Consultation Draft Application for Exemption 
from Licensing for the Red Bridge Project (Docket Ul88-337000), located on the 
Chicopee River in Hampden and Hampshire Counties, Massachusetts. These 
comments are submitted in accordance with provisions of the Fish and Wildlife 
Coordination Act (FWCA) (48 stat, as amended: 16 U.S.C. 661 et seq.). 

The Red Bridge Project operates on a daily store and release basis, utilizing 
pp to two feet of storage. Generation flows are released through a tailrace 
into the Chicopee River about 1600 feet downstream of the Red Bridge Dam. The 
project area supports a variety of warmwater game and pan fish. During Stage 
One consultation we reommnended a number of studies be performed to determine 
the continuing impact of project operation on fiah and wildlife resources. 
The draft application for exemption contains the results of theRe studies. 
Studies were conducted in four major areas, viz., instream flows, reservoir 
fluctuations, water quality, and recreational aci-Pqs. 

Instream Flows 

Based on a hydrological analysis utilizing gage data from within the Chicopee 
River basin, and following Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) Aquatic Base 
Flow criteria, you have proposed to release an instantaneous minimum flow at 
the Red Bridge Dam of the lessor of 237 cfs or inflow to the project. This 
flow is equal to the calculated unregulated August median flow, and shoulcl 
conserve, protect, and enhance fishery resources in the bypassed reach and 
below the project. This flow will be released through a minimum flow turbine 
located at the base of the dam. You should also make provision for monitoring 
flow releases from the project. 

Reservoir Fluctuations 

Reconnaissance and mapping studies were performed in the Red Bridge 
impoundment to determine the extent of wetlands and fiat: spawning habitats 
that would be affected by water level fluctuation. Based on these studies and 
consultation with the Service and the Massachugetth Division of Fisheries and 
Wildlife (MADFW), it was determined that fish spawning wculd be significantly 
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affected by fluctuations greater than one foot during the spawning season 
Thus you have proposed to limit pond fluctuation to one foot or less during 
the period April 1 through June 30. Pond fluctuation the reminder of the 
year should be lhnited to two feet, exclusive of system emergencies or energy 
audits. This should conserve, protect, and enhance fishery resources in the 
project impoundnent. Studies indicated that wetlands and wildlife habitats 
should not be significantly affected by continued project operation. 

Water Oualitv 

Tb determine whether project operation was affecting water quality, water 
quality sampling data collected by the state in 1980 and 1885 were examined. 
In addition, the Service recommended that dissolved oxygen and temperqure 
data be collected from within the project area during Stage TWo consultation. 
Domination of this data Showed that dissolved oxygen levels above and below 
the project are above Class B standards. Thus, continued project operation 
Should not have an adverse affect on water quality. 

Recreational Access 

We recomended during Stage One consultation that existing recreational access 
be described, and additional measures proposed that would accommodate 
increased demand. A boat ramp and parking area currently provide access to 
the impoundment. You have proposed to constnict an additional parking lot 
nPar the powerhouse to accommodate rar-top boats Signs will also be placed 
to indicate available facilities and their location. You Should also 
cooperate with state and local groups to provide trails where needed. 

Other Issues 

As we indicated during stage One consultation, the Chicopee River is not 
oirrently being considered for anadronous fish restoration. However, as 
restoration proceeds and habitat is fully utilized in other higher priority 
Massachusetts rivers, attention may focus on the Chicopee. Thus we will 
prescribe a condition in your exemption requiring construction, operation, and 
monitoring of fish passage facilities when prescribed by the Service and/or 
the MADFW. 

Terms and Conditions 

Section 30(c) of the Federal Power Act and Section 408 of the Energy Security 
Act require inclusion in the exemption of all terms and conditions that are 
prescribed by State and Federal fish and wildlife agencies to prevent loss of, 
or damage to, fish and wildlife resources, and to otherwise carry out the 
purposes of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. Consistent with our 
responsibilities, the following terms and conditions are provided: 

1. The EXemptee Shall construct, operate, and monitor fish passage 
facilities at this project when prescribed by the U.S. Fiat' and Wildlife 
Service and/or the Massachusetts Division of FiSheries and Wildlife. 
Operational flows shall also be provided by the Exemptee, as prescribed 
by the Service. 

2. The Exemptee shall provide a minimum instantaneous flow release at the 
Red Bridge Dam of the lessor of 237 cfs or inflow to the project, to 
conserve, protect, and enhance aquatic habitat. 
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3. The axemptee shall limit dnwdown of the project impoundment to no more 
than one (1) foot daily below the crest of the Red Bridge Dam (272.3' 
NGVD) during the period April 1 through June 30 of apy year. During the 
period Jay 1 through Mardh 30 of any year the impoundment Shall not be 
drawn down more than two (2) feet daily below the crest of the dam, 
except for system emergencies or annual energy audits. 

4. The Exemptee shall notify the Fish and Wildlife Service in writing when 
the minimum flow turbine commences operation. Such notice shall be sent 
within 30 days of start-up to Supervisor, Ecological Services, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, 400 Ralph Pill Marketplace, 22 Bridge Street, 
COncord, NH 03301. 

5. The Fxemptee shall construct and operate a public parking facility as 
described in the draft application for exemption, and allow public 
access to the project area for utilization of fiah and wildlife 
resources, subject to reasonable safety and liability limitations. Sudh 
arness Should be prominently and permanently posted so that its 
availability is made known to the public. 

6. The Exemptee shall, within six months of issuance of an exemption for 
this project, present to the Fish and Wildlife Service for approval a 
plan for monitoring instantaneous flow releases at this project. 
Following approval of the monitoring plan, the Exemptee shall then 
reasure instantaneous flows and provide records of discharges at the 
project on a regular basis as per specifications of the Fieh and Wildlife 
Service. 

7. The ExemptaP shall allow the Fish and Wildlife Service to inspect the 
project area at any time while the project operates under an exemption 
from licensing to monitor compliance with their terms and conditions. 

8. The Flail and Wildlife Service is reserved the right to add and alter 
terms and conditions as appropriate to carry out its responsibilities 
during the life of the project with respect to fish and wildlife 
resources. The Exemptee shall, within thirty (30) days of receipt, file 
with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (Commission) any additional 
terms and conditions imposed by the above agency. 

9. The Eremptee shall incorporate the aforementioned fiSh and wildlife 
conditions in any conveyance - by lease, sale or otherwise - of his 
interests so as to legally assure compliance with said conditions for as 
long as the project operates under an exemption ficau licensing. 

FERC Order #487 stat=c that hydroelectric exemption applicants for projects 
required to meet the terms and conditions of fish and wildlife agencies under 
Section 30(c) of the Federal Power Act must rehnburse those agencies for 
reasonable costs incurred in setting terms and conditions to protect fiah and 
wildlife resources. Agency estimates of fees are to be provided to the 
applicant at the end of Second Stage Consultation Our estimate of the costs 
incurred in setting these terms and conditions for this project is $1750.00. 
The sum is based on the following calculation (see also Attadhment A): 

Staff Day(s)  x Cost per Staff Day  = Estimated Cost 
Five (5) 	$350.00 	 $1750.00 
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PleAsP contact Mt. Robert Scheirer of this office at (603) 225-1411 if you 
have any questions about this letter. 

In order to acknowledge receipt of this letter, please sign the enclosed copy 
and return as soon as possible. 

Sincerely yours, 

rea 
Gordon E. Beckett 
Supervisor 
New England Area 

I have received and understand the terms and conditions identified in this 
letter. 

(signed) 	 (date) 



Mt. Fied E. Springer, Director 	 March 23„ 1989 

Office of Hydropower Licensing 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
825 North Capitol Street, N.E. 
Wasadrgton, D.C. 20426 

Dear lir. Springer: 

The Federal Energy Regulatory commission's Order No. 487 establishes 
procedures for reimbursing fish and wildlife agencies for costs associated 
with setting terms and conditions to protect fish and wildlife resources at 
certain hydroelectric projects. The order, in part, requires flail and 
wildlife agencies to provide applicants during the second stage  of 
consultation with an estimate of what it will evemtually cost to establish 
necessary terms and conditions. A second filing, including a statement of 
actual total cost, would be made with the Commission after the final 
application and public notice are reviewed. 

In order to develop consistent cost estimates at hydroelectric projects in New. 
England that are mibject to Order 487, we intend to notify applicants that it 
will cost 050.00 per staff day x estimated days to cover Fieh and Wildlife 
Service eNpenses. We use this value in cur transfer funding arrangements with 
the Corps of Engineers and Environmental Protection Agency. It is intended to 
help us and applicants meet our joint responsibilities during pre-filing 
consultation, and would be subject to adjustment when we submit our final cost 
statement. 

We hope this will help all parties follow the new transfer funding 
regulations. If you have any questions, or with to discuss this further, 
please contact Joe McKeon at FTS 834-4411. 

Sincerely yours, I  

/triern  a-11‘11 . 
Cordon E. Beckett 
Supervisor 
New England Area 
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This is in reStsonse to the Notice of Application Filed with the CcembTsicr 
for the Red Bridgii Project located on the Chicopee River in Hampden Opurity, 
Massachusetts. 

Tha follcwing caamnt.s, relations and terms and conditions reflect the 
best information available to us. We reserve the right to suppler our 
terms and conditions as needed following review of any additional 
information or molificatias to the proposed project submitted by the applicant. 

Flat AMD WIWILIPE REBDURCas 

The Chio:pee River is a tributary to the Cormecticut River Basin. Resixlent 
fish species airrently 'Ambit the river in the project area. In addition, 
anadrarcus fish currently have access to the lower Chicopee River to the 
base of the Dwight Project Dan (FERC lb. 10675). Restoration of American 
shad, river herring ard Atlantic salmon are ongoing in the annectialt 
basin. lb  management activities are currently focussed cn the Chicopee 
River, 1Thever, the Chioopee offers habitat for anadrarous species Future 
expansicn of the restoration program to the Chicopee is likely. 

IMAMS 

Amok-mass fish restca-atim activities in the Chia:pee River would 
necessitate the installation of upstream anl/or dams-I:ream fish passage facilities in the fabire. These facilities stnad be ontructed in the 
future mon the request of the Fish and Wildlife Service, Massachusetts 
Divisicn of Fisheries and Wildlife, and Omnecticut River Atlantic Salim 
Ommission (CRA.sq . 

Design of these facilities should be coordinated with these agencies and the 
final plans for the facilities approved by them. Plam and schedules for 
the mnstructim, operation and monitorirq of passage facilities will be 
needed ard Rust also be developed in consultation wi 
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nininsin Bypass  flowm 

The prcdect tailracedischarges 1,600 feet downstream from thedam, thereby 
reducing flows to this reach of the Chimpee River. To determine 
appropriate minimum flied release needed to protect fish and other aquatic 
resources in the bypass reach, the applicant conluctsd a hydrological 
analysis of the river. From this analysis, the median August flow of 237 
cfs was calculated. This flaw is the flad we consider to be the flow 
necessary to conserve and protect fish and other aquatic resources in the 
bypass reach. This flow should be released at the project dam, and can be 
provided through spill over thedam, through gates, or through minima' flue 
turbine as proposed in the application for exemption. 

A plan tommitor rninin.n flow releases is needed to allow verification ct 
compliance with the reservoir fluctuation limitations and the required 
minima floe release. 

Reservoir  Flirtuations 

Mappirmlandrevonnaissancestudicm;determined thatwetlands and fiehhabitat 
would be advertely affected brdramatic reservoir fluctuations. lbminimize 
this impact, the applicant has proposed limiting pond fluclactions to 1 foot 
or less from April 1 through JUne 30. Fond fluctuations should be limited to 2 feet the remainder of the year to protect and enhance fiSh andwildlife 
resources. 

Recreational  Acmes 

The applicant proposes to construct a parking area and car-top boat access 
area toprovide angler accesstothe area near the powerhouse. Signagewill 
also be provided. The applicant should cooperate with state and local 
groups to provide trials where needed. 

MANDATORY macs AND cocas 
Section 30(c) of the Federal Power Act and Section 408 of the Energy 
Security Act require the inclusion in the exemption foam licensing, all 
terms and a:editions that are prescribed py the state and Federal fish and 
Wildlife agencies to prevent loss of, or damage to fish and wildlife 
resources. The following anlitians of the Fieh and Wildlife Service are 
provided in accordame with thmm?provisions. 

1. TheEXemptee shall construct, cperate, maintain anIronitorupstreanand 
downstream fish passage facilities when prescribed py the Fieh and 
Wildlife Service (FWS) and/or the Massachusetts Division of Fieheries and Wildlife 04DFWD. 

The EXemptee shall be responsible for the designs of the fieh passage 
facilities which shall be developed in cansultatien with, and be approved by, the FWSI  MDFM and Connecticut River Atlantic Salmon 
Commission (CRASC). 

Upstream and/or downstream passage facilities ehall be oanstructed and operational within 2 years aftefleing notified of their need py the FWS and/or MDFW. 
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2. The Dceeptee shall develop plans for monitoring, maintaining and 
operating the upstream and cbwnstream fiSh passage facilities in 
consultation with the FWS, MDFW, and CRASC. These plans Shall be 
finalized ard approved within boo years after beirg Irtifial of the need 
for eaesaga facilities. 

3. A minimum flow of 237 athic feet per seodnd, or inflow to the project, 
whidhever is less Shall be contbrucuslyreleased at the prcject dam to 
the byeNtssed reach. 

4. The exerptee Shall operate the project to limit drawdown of the project 
impoundeent to no more than one foot below the crest of the dam from 
April 1 through June 30. From Ally 1 through March 30, the Dereptee shall limit drairicento no IDDre than 2 feet below the crest of the dam, 
except for system emergencies or energy audits. 

5. The licensee Shall, within six months from the date of issuance of the 
exemption from licensing far this project, present to the FiSh and 
Wildlife Service forapproval, aplan formoniteringproject impoundment 
level and instantaneous bypass flaereleases. Fellowingapproval of the 
plan, the. , c,tee Shall measure ard record impoundeent level and flows 
according to the plan aidproviderecords of these data to the Fidh and 
Wildlife Service within 30 days from a request for the records. 

6. The Hempbee shall construct and operate a peblic parking facility as 
cseceibed in the draft application, and allow rob:lie  access to the 
project area forutilization of fidh and wildlife resources, subject to 
reemorable safety and liability limitations. Such access should be 
proninentlyposted so that its availability iseade known to thepublic. 

7. The Exemptee Shall allow the Fish and Wildlife Service to inspect the 
project area at apy time While the project cperates under an exemption 
fram licensing, in order to monitor a with the terms and 
conditicns. 

8. The Fidh and Wi/dlife Service reserves the right to add and/or alter 
these taxes and conditions as appropriate to carry out its 
responsibilities with nem:pact to fish and wildlife resources. The 
aerie:testi', within 30 &flys of receipt, filewith the Federal Enengy 
regulatory Commission any ailiticnal or modified mandatary terms and 
conditions. 

9. The Deauptee shall incorporate the aforerentioned fish anti wildlife 
oonditions in any conveyance; ty lease, sale ar otherwise; of its 
interests so as to legally assure compliance with said conditions far as lang as the project operates under an exemption from licensing. 

We appreciate this ceportunity to ammeret on this application. 

Sincerely yaws, 

William Pattat-41111-P...—".  
Regional Envirormental Officer 
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Attn: OHL, HL-11.1 
Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20426  
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Chicopee River PAects 0 	,,10 	.04\ 
FERC No. 10675106761, 10677 and 10678' 
Respnnse to Additional Information Respird of October 27. 1999 

Dear Secretary: 

By letter dated October 27, 1999, FERC requested Consolidated Edison Energy 
Massachusetts, Inc. (CEEMI) to provide additional information regarding the Development Plan 
(Plan) submitted on July 30, 1999. This letter is to provide you with the requested information. 

Consolidated Edison Energy Massachusetts, Inc. respectively requests an expedited 

review ofthis clariffing letter to expedite the issuance of an order approving the Development 
Plan by December 31, 1999. CEEMI is committed to completing the work involved inbringing 
all the projects into compliance with the MAC exemption orders and we are anxious to expedite 
the schedule. MEN is willing to have a tneeting in Washington, if need be, prior to December 
31, 1999 to resolve or clarify any outstanding issues or concerns, We will make available all 
personnel and/or consultants required for the meeting. We are looking forward to working with 
FERC and wish to commence construction es soon as possible in order to avoid any delays in the 
overall schedule. If you have any questions or if there is any we can do help FERC expedite 
these orders, please call John Labiak at (212) 267-5280. 

Specifically, the October letter requested clarification of the seven items listed below: 

1. The exemptions for the four Chicopee River Projects currently authorize an 
increase in the total installed capacity of 14.28 percent (1,705 kW) with 
minimum flow units added at each project. In our review of the Plan, we found 
the proposed capacity increase for the four projects is 3.67 percent (438A kW) 
without the addition of minimum flow units, as destribed in the table below: 

Oooffei -o/1/4_3 	
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FERC 
PROJECT 

No. 

EXISTING 
CAPACITY 

(KW) 

PROPOSED 
PERCENT 
INCREASE 

ESTIMATED 
CAPACITY 
INCREASE 

(KW ) 
10675 1,440 6 864 
10676 3,600 , 3 108.0 
10677 3,200 96.0 
10678 3,700 148.0 

TOTAL 11,940 167% 438.4 

The proposed percent increases for each project are based on estimated values. 
Therefore, we are unable to determine the actual installed capacity from the 
information provided in the Plan. So that we can verify the actual installed 
capacity for each of the four projects, please provide generator nameplate 
capacities, or KVA (after rewinding process), turbines' horsepower ratings, and 
power factor for each unit. 

The following table provides the requested information regarding the existing units for 
each project. 

FERC 
PROJECT 

No. 

UNIT 
No. 

GENERATOR 
KW (each) 

GENERATOR 
KVA (each) 

POWER 
FACTOR 

TURBINE 
RATING 

(HP) 
10675 2, 3 & 4 480 600 0.8 650 
10676 3 & 4 1800 2250 0.8 3000 
10677 2 & 3 1600 2000 0.8 2600 
10678 3 1500 1875 0.8 2000 
10678 4 2200 2750 0.8 3000 

It should be clarified that the proposed capacity increase percentage presented in the Plan 
are based on adjusted nameplate ratings using a power factor of 1.0. 

The following table provides the requested information regarding the upgraded units for each 
project. 

FERC * 
PROJECT 

No. 

UNIT 
No. 

GENERATOR 
KW (each) 

GENERATOR 
KVA (each) 

POWER 
FACTOR 

TURBINE 
RATING 

(HP) 
10675 2, 3 & 4 633 633 1.0 650 
10676 3 & 4 2315 2315 1.0 3000 
10677 2 & 3 2050 2050 1.0 2600 
10678 3 1500 1875 0.8 2080 
10678 4 2200 2750 0.8 3000 

Correctionz  The submitted Plan for P-10678 (Indian Orchard Project) indicated an 
anticipated 1500 KVA rating. The actual anticipated rating is 1550 KVA (2080 horsepower) 



with a power factor of 1.0. It should also be noted that the turbine rating for Unit #3 will be 
increased with no changes proposed to the generator nameplate. 

2. The exemption for P-10675 (Dwight Project) requires a continuous minimum 
flow of 258 cubic feet per second (cfs), or inflow, into the bypass reach. The 
exemption also limits pond drawdown to one foot below the crest. You plan to 
install automated headgates at the canal gatehouse to better regulate pond levels 
and to restore the hydraulic capacity of the project. You plan no changes to the 
existing release flow mechanism and no additional devices. Please explain the 
method you intend to use to release the required minimum flow. 

By agreement with the resource agencies, an interim method to release the minimum flow 
was established though notches in the dam flashboard system and maintenance of the pond level 
above the dam crest. The existing release mechanism consists of a series of notches in the 
existing dam flashboards that discharge directly into the bypass reach. CEEMI is proposing to 
maintain this system while the boards are installed and limit pond drawdown to three inches 
below the top of the boards, 

During periods in which the flashboards system is damaged or lost, CEEMI will maintain 
the pond level a minimum 5-inches above the crest to maintain the minimum flow release during 
generation. Lower pond levels may be experienced during low inflow periods in which 
generation would not be possible. CEEMI would not resume generation until the pond level has 
reached the required levels for the 258 cfs release amount As indicated in the Plan, short 
interruptions to the minimum flow release would occur during flashboard maintenance. In 
discussions with the resource agencies, this short duration (one to two day events) was 
acceptable. 

CEEMI does not intend to implement the permitted pond drawdowns at this time. 
CEEMI does request that this permitted fluctuation be maintained in the event that future 
economics warrant the change in operation. CEEMI acknowledges that should the pond 
drawdowns be implemented, the existing minimum flow release measures would be inadequate. 
Therefore, CEEMI will agree not to implement the permitted pond fluctuations without 
modifications to the minimum flow release mechanism for the lower pond (below crest) 
conditions. Any modifications and operational changes would be not be implemented without 
appropriate agency approvals. 

3. The exemption for P40676 (Red Bridge Project) requires a continuous 
minimum flow of 237 cfs, or inflow at the base of the spillway, into the bypass 
reach. In the Plan, Appendix B (Meeting Summary), Consolidated Edison 
Energy, Inc (CEEI) proposes alternative minimum flow release points, such as 
releasing 50% of the minimum flow at the dam and the remaining flow though 
the canal drain gate. You indicated that both CEEI and the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) are still considering alternatives, and have yet to 
agree on an acceptable method. Please provide us with the method of release 
that CEEI and the USFWS have finally agreed on. 

As indicated in Section 4 of the Plan, CEEMI proposes to release all minimum flows 
through a single gate at the dam. The alternative to split the flow was abandoned after a review 
by CEEMI determined that the cost savings from this alternative was not substantial and in 



deference to the USFWS' concerns. The use of a single minimum flow gate at the dam is 
acceptable to both the USFWS and the Massachusetts Division of Fish and Wildlife (MADFW). 

4. In Section 4 (Compliance Requirements) of the Plan, you state that CEEI 
proposes to install an automated slide gate at the Red Bridge Dam masonry 
spillway to discharge the required minimum flow in the bypass reach. Please 
provide in detail a description of the automated slide gate and how it will 
function, 

The proposed slide gate will be located on the South side of the masonry overflow 
spillway directly adjacent to the abutment. An approximately 10 ft. wide by 9.5ft deep notch 
will be removed from the dam crest and capped with concrete. Concrete piers (approximately 
1.5 ft wide) will be cast in place to provide a clear opening of 7.0 ft wide by 7.5 ft deep (below 
crest) and extend approximately 2 fl above the crest to protect the new gate equipment during 
high flow events. A 7.0ft wide by 8.5ft high painted steel slide gate will be installed and 
operated by an electric screw stem operator system with manual override capability. A 
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), to adjust the gate level during pond fluctuations, will 
control the gate operator. Gate level adjustments will occur for every four inches of pond 
fluctuation. The gate will open vertically upwards with discharge occurring under the gate. A 
maintenance walkway will be installed integral with the gate guides and be located above the 
high water level. 

5. The exemption for P-10677 (Putts Bridge Project) requires a minimum flow 
release of 25 cfs into the bypass reach. You state that CEEI does not plan to 
modify the present system and amount of minimum flow release, nor does it 
intend to modify project operation. In Appendix B of the Plan, the USFWS 
requested evidence that operation of the Putts Bridge Project does not impact 
the minimum flow release at Indian Orchard. CEEJ should review the effects of 
the flow releases at the project due to additional capacity and provide us with 
comments on its findings. 

Appendix A of this filing contains the review results on the effect of operation at the 
Putts Bridge Project (P-10677) on the ability of the Indian Orchard Project (P-10678) to maintain 
the minimum flow release at the project. 

Based on the information in Appendix A attached, CEEMI plans to operate the upgraded 
units (turbine discharge and cycling on/off) within the headpond restrictions such that the total 
outflow from Putts Bridge (turbine discharge plus the 25 cfs. bypass flow) is adequate to 
maintain the 247 cfs minimum flow requirement at Indian Orchard. As indicated in Appendix A, 
this results in a reduced pond level fluctuation at the Indian Orchard Project between 4/1 and 
6/30. CEEMI will follow up with USFWS and MADFW. 

6. The exemption for P40678 (Indian Orchard Project) requires a continuous 
minimum flow release of 247 cfs, or inflow, at the base of the dam. The 
minimum flow is released from canal drain gates at the base of the dam, In 
Appendix B of the Plan, the USFWS requested that CEEI consider installing 
some kind of bar rack or similar device to avoid large debris plugging the 
minimum flow drain gates. CEEI should review alternatives to protect the inlet 
gate and provide us with the alternative decided upon. 



CEEMI has contacted the USFWS (John Warner on 11/12/99) to determine the actual 
need for any modifications of the present system. Historically the reduction of flow through the 
gate area has only been reduced (not stopped) on few occasions due to debris. However, to 
remove the debris the former project owners drained the canal causing interruptions to the 
minimum flow release. After discussion it was agreed that a protection device is not required at 
this time. Instead, CEEMI will modify its operational procedures to increase observations for 
debris buildup in the area and study the debris patterns over the next two years to confirm that 
modifications are not required. CEEMI will maintain the same level of reporting as has been 
historically supplied. In addition, CEEMI will review, with the USFWS, methods to remove any 
debris build without canal draining or interruptions to the minimum flow. If modifications are 
determined to be required before the end of the two year review period, CEEMI will consult with 
the USFWS and other resource agencies on the most appropriate method to coved the situation. 

'7. Included in Appendix B of the Plan is a letter dated June 24, 1999, from the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Executive Office of Environmental Affairs in 
which they state their concerns with fish passage facilities and land protection 
issues. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts requested that you provide 
specific options to protect the lands and other environmental issues mentioned in 
the Plan. Please provide us with your comments in response to the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 

The referenced letter discusses five main topics regarding the Chicopee River Projects. 
Each of the main topics is briefly discussed below: 

A) Fish Passage; As indicated in the meeting minutes with the USFWS and MADFW 
(Appendix B of the Plan), there is no restoration plan requiring fish passage 
started for the Chicopee River. CEEMI acknowledges that future restoration 
efforts may require fish passage at some of the sites. However, as discussed 
during the June 22' d  meetings, fish passage at any of the sites is not being 
proposed and is not required. CEEMI has agreed to discuss appropriate measures 
for fish passage at the projects after a restoration plan has been implemented. 

B) Open Space Protection; During the June 22n d  meeting the request to protect shore 
land properties from development was discussed. The meeting concluded that 
additional information (property lines and limits) would be needed before formal 
arrangements could be finalized. CEEMI intends to continue discussions with the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts after Plan approval. 

C) Dwight Nature Trail; The nature trail near the Dwight station is being considered 
by the local community and beyond CEEMI's ability to expedite. CEEMI has 
agreed to resume discussions regarding the nature trail once the local community 
and other organizations have developed a plan for the trail. During the June 22n d  
meeting the organizations involved with the project indicated that they are still 
determining the trail details. 

D) Atecta1Q_Middlc3ypass_llgaghz As indicated in Section 4 of the Plan access to 
the middle bypass section below the Dwight dam will not be pursued. Local 
community leaders oppose access to this area and the MADFW, the originator of 



the issue, has indicated a deference to the local community. As also indicated in 
the Plan, there are several safety issues associated with access to this area. 

E) 	Water Quality Study: CEEMI has begun preparation of a water quality study plan 
that will be submitted for agency review within two months after Plan approval. 

We trust this information is complete and adequate for your use. 

If you require additional information please do not hesitate to contact me at 212- 267-5281 
(email: noyesm(a)conedenergy.com ) or John Labiak of CEEMI at 212-267-5280 
(email: labialtj@conedenergv.com).  

Sincerely, 

Consolidated Edison Energy Massachusetts, Inc 

Mark Noyes 
Vice President 

AIN 

cc: 	John Labiak (CEEMI) 
Alfred Nash (KA) 
Fred Szufnarowski (KA) 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO:• John Labiak, Kim Month 

FROM: Alfred Nash 

CC: 	Fred Szufnarowski (KA), John Warner (USFWS), Caleb Slater (MADFW) 

DATE: November 23, 1999 

RE: 	Putts Bridge Operations effect at Indian Orchard 

The US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) has requested information regarding the effect of 
operations at Putts Bridge on the minimum flow release at Indian Orchard, This request was 
made several years ago when the minimum flow discharge at Putts Bridge was reduced to 25 
cfs. The USFWS' concern is based on the store and release operation at Putts Bridge. Since the 
outflow at Putts Bridge during motoring is less than the required minimum flow release at 
Indian Orchard, there is a concern that the ability of the Indian Orchard Project to release its 
minimum flow is be adversely effected by the Putts Bridge operation. The attached calculation 
tables were developed on the assumption that the current practice of motoring is maintained. 

METHODOLOGY 

The following table indicates the pond level fluctuations permitted by the exemption orders. 

EXEMPTION ORDER POND FLUCTUATIONS 
Project 	I 

Red Bridge 
Putts Bridge 

Indian Orchard 

4/1 to 6/30 (ft.) 7/1 to 3/31 (ft.) 

1 	 2 

1 	 2 

1 	 1 

To determine the effects of the Putts Bridge operation of the Indian Orchard minimum flow 
release, three wicket gate settings were considered (60%, 80% and 100%). To identify the 
worse case conditions, the inflow to the Putts Bridge Project was limited to the minimum flow 
and motoring flow release at the Red Bridge Project. This limitation of inflow was used to 
reflect the current minimum flow conditions at Red Bridge in which the pond fluctuation is 
limited to 3 inches. 

The Red Bridge, Putts Bridge and Indian Orchard Projects are each controlled by float switches 
that cause the units to "motor when the minimum pond level is achieved. The units at each 
project are not taken Off motoring until normal pond level conditions are restored. The 1989 
turbine inspection at each of theprojects indicated that the gate setting during motoring was 
approximately 20% gate. During periods of low flow, a single unit at the Putts Bridge Project is 
operated between the 60% and 80% gate opening. KA understands that the 60% gate opening 
may be more commonly used to reduce motor time of the unit. KA also reviewed the condition 

of using 100% gate opening. 

Page 1 of 2 



To achieve the capacity increase required by the exemption order, CEEMI is proposing a new 
runner assembly at the Indian Orchard Project Although the details of the new assembly will 
not be known for many months, KA assumed that a IO% increase in hydraulic capacity over the 
existing unit (#3) would be realized. Therefore the analysis assumed this increased discharge 
from the project. 

To determine the gross generation for each gate opening, the 1999 index test results conducted 

by Voith was used. Unit flows were based on nameplate ratings and a straight ratio of percent 
gate to rated flow was used to determine flows at the various gate opening& Information 
regarding the storage area was obtained from the exemption order or the exemption application. 

RESULTS 

The following table summarizes the results shown on the attached calculation tables. The table 
below is based on a 12-inch pond fluctuation at Putts Bridge. The analysis indicates that the 
pond level fluctuation at Indian Orchard must be reduced during the summer low flow periods 
to provide adequate storage to maintain the minimum release at the dam. For time periods when 
the pond fluctuation at Putts Bridge is greater than 12 inches (Le, July through March), the full 
12-inch pond fluctuation at Indian Orchard can be implemented. 

Gate Opening Indian Orchard 
Pond Fluctuation 

(inches) 

Putts Bridge 
Motoring Time 

(tin / day) 

Indian Orchard 
Motoring Time 

(hrs / day) 

Gross 
Generation 

(MWH) 
60% 8 8.5 21 23.6 
80% 9.5 12.5 20 22.8 
100% 10 16.5 19.8 23.2 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of our review, it appears that the pond level control at the Indian Orchard 
Project should be set at 6 inches during the spring (4/1 to 6/30) period. This will provide 
sufficient storage to permit the continuous discharge of the minimum flow at the Indian Orchard 
Project. 

1:\803-001 \documentA017403 PB Operation MEMO.doc 
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CONSOLIDATED EDISON ENERGY MASSACHUSETTS, INC 

OPERATIONAL EFFECTS OF PUTTS BRIDGE 
ON MINIMUM FLOW RELEASE AT INDIAN ORCHARD 

MINIMUM FLOW (CFS) 
UNIT FLOW (CFS) e• 
PERCENT GATE AT MOTORING • 
PERCENT GATE DURING GENERATION 
STORAGE (ACRE) 

REDBRIDGE 
PUTTS 

BRIDGE 
INDIAN 

ORCHARD 

238 25 247 
615 725 690 
20% 20% 20% 
80% 80% 80% 
155 65.4 74 

DRAWDOWN (FEET) - SUMMER 	 1 	 1 	 1 

STORAGE VOLUME (CF) 	 8058877.5 2848922.1 	3223551 

CONVERSION FOR STORAGE 	 43561.5 SF/ACRE 

• FROM 1989 INSPECTION REPORT OR ASSUMED 
•• ASSUMES A 10% INCREASE IN CAPACITY AT INDIAN ORCHARD OVER THE EXISTING 625 CAP 

Let Red Bridge operate In Its current mode without the proposed minimum flow gate 
However, assume en average of the required minimum flow is released from the site 
and that, for the worse case, a unit Is motoring. 

Discharge from Red Bridge = minimum flow + motoring of unit. 
Discharge RI 

purrs BRIt111F PRMIFCT Fl  

HoUrs that Putts Bridge can Generate with Storage and Inflow from Red Bridge 
Time pe = storage /(mM flow + Gen flow - Discharge a s) 

Generation Time ps  = 	3.24 hours 

Generation Discharge pit 	 605 cfs 

Hours Requried to Recharge Putts 13 Pond 

Project Discharge During Motoring (unit and mln flow) 	 170 cfs 

Time 	= storage (Diseharge - Onions rge during motoring) 

Time r,thea. 	4.14 hours Note: generation at Red Bridge decreases time 

ttillIMLORCHARD2BOJECTILORS. 

Since flows affirming1040ring PB Motoring are leas than the discharge at ho, the 10 project 

storage must ber used to suaptereent lbws until Putts Bridge resumes generation. 
Thus determine the number Of hours tMt storage can release min flow with projects motoring 

Storage discharge time = storage (mM flow + motoring flow -Inflow (from PB)) 
Mile Storage Discharge 	4.16 hours 

By comparison with the time required to recharge the PB storage, the pond at 10 must 
be full when Putts Bridge begins motoring in order to allow sufficient time before. 
Puns Bridge resumes generation discharges. 

4.07 hours 
Since recharge time Is longer than generation Urne at Putts Bridge - determine available drawdown limit: 

limit = (PB discharge -10 motoring - min flow (10))thours gen I surface storage 
9.56 inches 

361 cis 	Note: exceeded 85% of time annually 

Time to Recharge 10 with 10 unit motoring and PB generating 
time = storage I (PB discharge -10 motoring and min Flow) 
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March 21, 2000 

Mr. David Boergers, Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Chicopee River Projects, FERC Nos, 10675, 10676, 10677, 10678 
Mos' 	.1 ,  if ,  9 0  L' 	Us 	 inn 	.r-Fish 

Dear Secretary: 

Consolidated Edison Energy Massachusetts, Inc. (CEEMI) owns and operates the Red 
Bridge Project (FERC No. 10676), the Puns Bridge Project (FERC No. 10677), the Indian 
Orchard Project (FERC No. 10678) and the Dwight Project (FERC No. 10675), known 
collectively as the "Chicopee River Projects", which are located on the Chicopee River in 
western Massachusetts. We are writing to apprise you that we have received modified terms and 
conditions from the U.S. Department of Interior-Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Division of Fisheries and Wildlife (MADFW) for the 
Chicopee River Projects (see Attachment A). Their letters were in response to a December 29, 
1999 order amending exemptions issued by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). 

We are aware that in order to modify terms and conditions, the FWS and MADFW must 
have included specific language to address filture modifications in their original terms and 
conditions letter, dated July 31, 1992. We have reviewed the July 31 1  1992 letter and it does 
contain language that allows FWS to modify the original terms and conditions. 

We intend to contact FWS and the MADFW to discuss the new terms and conditions. 
We will keep you apprised of the status of our discussions and any changes that occur to the 
terms and conditions. 

If you require additional information please do not hesitate to contact me at 
(212) 267-5280 (email: labiakj@conedenergv.com).  

Sincerely, 

('1g) 

John Labiak 
A 	Project Manager 

Con Edison Development Inc. 
Encl. - Attachment A 
cc: 	Al Nash (KA), Fred Szufirarowski (KA), NYRO, Michael Bartlett - FWS 

Pete McGovern - FERC, Mark Robinson FERC 
.1:1803-001).doeuments \ 027403 FERC on usfw letter doc 

I 11 Broadway, 16th Floor. New York, New York 10006 
Tel: (212) 393-9242 	Fax: (212) 393-9282 
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REF: FERC Nos. 11675 - Dwight 
11676 - Red Bridge 
11677 - Putts Bridge 
11678 -Indian Orchard 
Consolidated Edison Energy Massachusetts, Inc. 

Mark Noyes 
CEEM1 
111 Broadway, 1641  Floor 
New York, NY 10006 

Dear Mr. Noyes: 

January 27, 2000 

This is in response to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's December 29, 1999 Order 
Amending Exemptions for the Red Bddge, Putts Bddge, Indian Orchard and Dwight Projects, 
located on the Chicopee River in Musechusetts. We odginally were going to respond to the 
November 23, 1999 memorandum prepared by Kieinsclunidt Auociates which provides the results 
of an assessment ofthe effect operations at Putts Bridge has on the ability ofIndian Orchard to meet 
its minimum flow requirement. As the ;MC order addresses and accepts the findings of the 
assessment, we instead will comment on modificuions to the original terms and conditiom we 
prescribed fbr the exemptions that we believe are necessary, given that minimum Bows ind headpond 
fluctuations have changed st some sites. 

As originally exempted, each project had specific minimum flows and illowable impoundment 
drawdowns. 

Originally 'Exempted 
• 	Red Bridge 

237 dr min. flow (or inflow, Ifless), 1-fi. drawdown April 1- lune 30 and 2-ft. fromJuly I - 
Much 30 
Putts Bridge 
247 di min. flow (or inflow, if len), 14irawdown April 1- Time 30 and 2-11. from July I - 
March 30 
Indian Orchard 
247 cfs min. now (or inflow, Mess), 1-ft drawdown year-round 
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• Dwfl 
258 oft SA flow (or Inflow, if less), 1-ft. drawdown year-round 

Emzad 
• Red Bridge 

237 cfs min. flow (or Inflow, If kas), 1-11. drawdown April 1- June 36 and 2-ft. from July I - 
March 30. 

• Putts Bridge 
25 eft IS. flow (or inflow, !floss), 1-ft. drawdown April 1- June 30 end 2-ft. from Juty 1 - 
March 30. 

• Indian Orchard 
247 eft min. flow (or inflow, if less), 0.5-ft drawdown Apra 1- June 30 and Wft drawdown 
from July 1 - March 30. 

• Dwight 
258 oft min. flow (or inflow, if less), 0.25-ft. drawdown Athen boards are up and no 
fluctuation when burns are down. 

As originally exempted, the msndated flows were to be released via special minimum flow turbines. 
Ibis idia was subsequently fbund to be tmeconomical, and alternative release mehaninns were 
investigated. Also, in order to mat the requirements for being exempted, project capacity upgrades 
are necessary. CEEMI. submitted a development plan in June, 1999 that outlined how upgrading the 
existing facilities would result in meeting that criterion. • 

To dato wet believe the following issues have been resolved to our satisfaction: 
• "lipaseflow rates and release mechanismsat each project, with the exception ofPutts Bridge. 

• ImpoOndment fluctuation levels. The proposed changes to limit drawdowns Randle Orefield 
to 0.5-ft from April 1 - tune 30, and at DwigIn to within 0.25-ft when board' are up, should 
ensure that continuous and stable minimum flows are maintained below those projects 

• Proposed capacity upgrades. None of the upgrades should influence the minimum flows or 
dtswdown limits for each project 

Two issues that remain out:mantling include: 
o 	The Putts Bridge bypus tow. We never approved the reduced flow as a permanent measure. 

Bette approving tide change as a permanent condition of the exemption, a water quality 
etudy must bepettrtned to veat that the lower flow mil pectic wetter quality In the bytteu 
reach. It I. our understanding that the study wig oor this sinnoter. Once we receive the 
study results we will make a final decision on the minimum bypass flow needed at Putts 
Bridge. . 

• A revised Monitoring Plan. A condition of each exemption was the developmea ofa Ow to 
monitor headpond elevations and bypass flows. On March 11, 1993 the previous owner of 
the projects whetted a Monitoring Plan fbe our review. Since the otightel plans were filed 
and approved, rosJor changes in the methods of Messing the bypers flow, have been made 
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at the projects, requiring the developitsmt of a revised MonitoringPlan. You should provide 
ui lvith a plan that (1) details the flow release structures and locettons, (2) describes the 
mechanisms need to monitorheadpond devadon and minimum flows, (3) sped* &swollen 
maintenance and calibration of the monitoringand remains equipment takes place, (4) states 
howbypass flows wW be maintained dining any periodic maintenance activities that require 
the Impoundment to be drawn down below the level of the flow Meese structures, and (5) 
states how frequently and invobat *um the data are recorded. Acalculation sheet that vette' 
the discharge of each release 'tincture (1.e., slide/canal gate, board notches and dim spill) 
under all operating ranges should be included. 

Per Condition ft of the Exemptions from licensing, we hereby modify our odginal terms and 
conditions for the subject exemptions as follows: 

Red Bridge 
Mod* the Mowing conditions to read: 
5. 	The Exempt** shiV, within six months gem the date of iuuance of the Order Amending 

Exemption; present to the Fish and Wildlife Service fir approval, a plan for monitoring 
project impoundment level andinstantaneousbypass flowreleases. Following approval ofthe 
plan, the Exempts shall measure end record impoundment level and flows according to the 
plan and provide records ofthese data to the Fish and Wild& Service ,  wWrin 30 days from 
.a request for the records. 

The following new condition is to be added to the original nine. 
10. 	'In the event that any dam maintenance or emergency drawdown Is required, the Exemptee 

shall continue to operste the project such that the ndnimum flaws are maintained downstream 
of the project at all times. If doting reservoir refining inflow to the project is less then the 
required ninhnum flow, the Exempt= shall withhold not mote thin 10% of project initow. 

All other conditions ore to be retained in their entirety. 

Putts Bridge 
ModifY the following conditions ta mut 
3. An interim mhimum flow of 25 cubic feet per second, or blow to the project, whichever is 

leas, shall be continuously rehmsed at the project dam to the bypassed reach, Thisnines may 
be mOdilleti Ifresults ofa wet quality study indicate that XS eh is insufficient to Pram Water 
quality in the bypass reach. 

. The Exereptee shall, within six months from the date of issuance of the Order Amending 
Exemptions, presentee thellish and WfldI Service fbr approval, a plan for monitoring project 
hnpoundment level and bounteous bypass flow releases. Following approval ofthe plan,  tbe 
Exempla shell mess= and tecord impoundment level and flows according 
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to the plan and provide records of these date to the Fish and Wildlife Service within 30 days 
tem a. request for the records. 

The following new condition is to bi added to the original nine. 
10. lathe eventthst anydammaintenanceor emergency drawdown is equired, the Exemptee shall 

cottinue to operate the pn4ect such diet the nirdmen flows are maintained downtreent ofthe 
project.* all thnes. If during reservoir refillhe, Wow to the project is less than the required 
mini:mon now, the Exempts* shall withhold not more than 10% of project Inflow. 

All other conditions are to be retained in their entirety. 

Indian Orchard 
Mod* the &flowing conditions to read: 
k The etemptee shall operate the project to limit dawdown of the project impoundment to no 

more then 0.5-lbet below the top ofthe Dashboards (or dam eget ifboards are out) tom Apra 
1 through June 30. Front July 1 through March 30, the Exemptee shall limit drawdown to no 
more than one foot below the top of the Dashboards (or dam crest Wboards are out). 

5. The Feemptee shall, within slx months tom the date of issuance of the Order Amending 
Exemptions,present to theFish SWIIdVfr Serviceforappnwal, a planfor monitoring project 
ImPotoddent leveland inatantaneous bypass Dow Menet. *Rowing approval of** plan, the 
Theeptee shall mesons and record knpoundment level and Bows according to the plan and 
provide records ofthese data to the Pith and Wildlife Service within 30'daythom amplest far 
the records. 

The following new coodiliott is W be added tO the ocialnal nine, 
10. In the event that any dam neintenance oremegesey drawdown is required, theExemptee eta 

continue to operate the prim such that the minion flows ate maintained downstream ofthe 
project at all Met If during reservoir rang inflow to tbe project is less than the required 
mhdinunt Dow, the Exemptee shall withhold not more than 10% of project Mow, 

other conditions are to be retained in thek entirety. 

Dwight 
ModifSt the Mewing motion to toot 
4. The Exatoptoo MU operate the project to vs chtelown of the project impoundtnett to no 

mons thin 0.25 Mt below the top ofthellastboards. Whatboards are out, the Exemptee shall 
maintain a minimum of five Indies of spill over the dem crest to maintain the mittimunt bypass 
flow specified in Condition #3. 
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S. The Exemptee shall, within. Mt months tom the date of Loma onto Of& kfte008 
Exetapdons, present to thelishandWildillkServicellwapproval, a plan fbemonitodng project 
Impoundment level and instantaneous bypauflOw retain. PollOwing approvil ofthe plan, the 
Exemptee shall messure and record impoundmeat level and flows according to thi plan and 
provide records of these data to the Fish and Wildlife Service within 30 days from a request fbr 
the records. 

The Mowing new condition is to be added to the original nine. 
10. In the event that my dun maintenance or emergency drawdown Is required, theExemptee shall 

continue to operate the project such that the minimum flows are maintained downstream ofthe 
project at all dmes. If during rank rains, inflow to the project is less than the required 
minimum flow, the Exempts. shall withhold not mom than 10% of ph** billow. 

All other conditions are to be retained in their entirety. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. If you have any questions, please contact Melissa 
Grader of this *tee at (603) 225-1411. 

Shwa* 

• 

•Micheal 1 Battlett• 
Supetvisor 
New England Ea Office 
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27 pm 3: 36  

Wayne R MacCallurn, Director 
RE: Chicopee River Pleat 

Dwilbt - 11675 
Red Bridge 11676 
Putts addp - 11677 
Indite Orchid - 11678 

meth Noyes 
CUM( 
111 Broadway, 16th Thor 
New York„ NY 10006 

i cr., 13,4t.;;G Y 
Mow 15, 20(etifkljit.:4;  

Deer Me Noyes, 
The Mesactasetts Divide* of Finales end Vithillth Pivisicad is the Ms wag resporalthe fa the 
proteetbe mdmmegaimat dim 0* meilwildilth thecae oft. Cemcowesith, Ag sieb, we ben 
prepared the Setts tommade le mama theItiwal END Intelter7 tallathdgenicaber 
29, 1999 OtdotAnWthridg kereptiods Re dm Rett04184,hue Wear redleOserde bid Dwight 
Pr*" loethed on the Wimps Nvir bi Methableettg 
As originally awned, each projeahed spathe mite= flews end dowel* impoundment dawdowne 
Nikaanim 
Red Bridle 
237 di min. flow (or inflow, if las), 	drawdown April 1- June 30 sod 2-e. tom hay 1 - Mara 30 

Pita Bridge 
247 de min. flow (or biflow, if WA 1-ft. drawdovm Apt 1- Jima 30 sod 2-ft. from Ally J- Mirth 30 
iatiten orchard 
247 eh min. flow (or inflow, glees), I-ft. dratdown year-round 

Dwight 
23S cfs min. flow (a know, Vele), 1-t dawdowe yur-roimd 

fli7221drinilft 
JAM Id* 
237 oth mite. Cow (or Mow, Whee), 1-ft. &redeem April 1- lime 30 end 2-it. tom Jay 1 - Mweh 30. 

Pow ledge 
23 de rS, flow (a inflow, Men), 1-ft. drawdowa Aprtl I- lime 30 god 2-8. from kly - Math* 

Wigs Orchard 
247 efs nth flow (or Slow, If less), OS& drawdowe Apfl in 30 end 1-ft. drawdown fine MY 1 - 
Much 30. 

Division of Fisheries & Wildlife 
Field Headquarters, One Rabbit 1111 Road, Windburn MA 01581 (508) 366-4470 
Art Apney of the Devizes/ern S flophoths. WMS & Emit/ASS1Lse Infattirt 
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Dwight 
258 eft mit flow (or inflow, if less), 023-ft drawdon when boards we up ad no fluctuation when 
boards en don. 
The &SW retemtlas malted that the minimum flows wete to be rebind via as Panama Bow 
=bins. Thit Sit was subseqtraly fatedto be unootroMial, S detersdre release methalms rare 
Misdated. The original esemptioos also rerpha project apeofty agrades. CIRIDdlabodnedi 
development pia lit lune 1950 that euflkedisoW antilopthe stabs %coins mid remk to meeting 
that station. 
We believe the Mlowing issues have nee adequately addressed: 
?Annum bnuss flows and release mechanisms at web project, with the exception of Putts Brio* 

laPthaditlent Ductuada Bra WeeitallY **Monied 	Ofithloath *loan Orchard to 
0,5-ft from April 1 • Rine 30, end at Dwight tO within 0,25* when bolas ere up, thoidd ensure that 
condnuoiifld wale militant flows are mainteind betow Soo *km .  
The proposed capacity upgrades should influence the minimum flows or boredom, thee for each 'reject. 
Uoresolved Issues: 
The Pon Bridge types flow. We beveinti Mied se the mined flow a alsenunent makes of the 
wesupden. Beds* we do so, a. war quay study iteut 'be named sovettetat the loww flow will 
protect Miter Malty be tbe bypeltierh. lt is ow tmdetstandthg teethe study ail caw Mit mar. 
One We Meta the study malts we will make a (MI *Isla ends athsban hypes .. flowneeded* 
Pas Bridge. 
Revised Mooltoring Plest. A condition of eech exemption was the develoment oft pla to males 
taisdpond elevation ad bypass Bova Oa March 1 4,1993 the peerless castoffs projects ndindited a 
Moolteeletrino fct our review. Shp thwart, major ehangee in the Methods if ielsaing the bypees 
flows Ma beamed* at the Predats. We biltea **tau dams rain the development ate um, 
Mouteetbos Plea You sheuldProvide usrodat a Mal tat (1) death the Bowed.** es and 
locetions, (2)desettes the mecksilsns used to monitor beedpeod elevation end MS= Bows, (3) 
specifies how often maintaine and althea= of the monitoeing Mid reowthegsattedgment teltee Sim (4) 
mad how li)Poss Ora will be meloodned Mks 103.04000 aollanwaan 	tortulfu the 
impoundment lo be dmin down WOW the Mel titheflow release mantree, tad (3)1sta heir 
tetrads anti what firm the dite inticeidect A cakulation sheet that verifies the disehorge of eath 
*WO SIMONte"(Le4 sikkearial gem, boatd notches ad dem spill) tmder all operant ram Mould be 
Inciuded. 
Per Condition I of the Exemptions from Licensing, we hereby modify our original tame and conditions fir 
the subject exempdate as Mien 
Red Bridge 
Modify the following conditions to reach 
6, The Exemptashall, within ilx month.from the data of issume olds Order Amendhm Exandom, 

Pflia to the Phthilt for ainiel. apla for makeeingyectlect impouedose level sod 
Jostottateits tyljamfloW *leases/ Nan* amoral oft& pia, the franine tell MOTO ad 
mood Imiandesiot hal mud dowtaceordlui to Sep* sodpnrAde records of thm data to dm 
UMW' within id do$ tat a  Mat freill*Cadi 

The followfog new conclitlea is to be add to the original nine. 
10. bathe mat tat aw dem mamma oranges/ &man Is requited. the Rumpew doll 

combos *opens thopeoject sett drat the Mama flows are maintained dowestream of the project 
at sates. If Ming num& refillteg, Mow to the project is less then the requked mln= OCM, 
the Exempts shall withhoid not more than 10% ofproj ice inflow. 

All other conditions ere to be retained in their entirety. 

0 
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Pelts Bridge 

Modli S. following conditions to read: 
2. An barn min= flow of 2.1 cubic het pm second, or bike to the pcject, whichever is les, Oh 

be continuously released it the project dam to the bypassed retch. This release may be modified if 
remits of a Trier quality study Indicate Met 2$ ch is insifficims at prom wrdso quality in the bypass 
mech. 

6. The limnfitise sheltoritist sht months brat the data of Stumm of the Ofder Antendingtatpdora, 
Meet bathe DiVhirefbrejrattmd, aplai chemeskoriogprojectinipomaknent level led 

mumeons *pate flow retina. Fifilo*Ing enteral the P/m, the Ihmopme 	measentsd 
record impottnrimmt level ad flows according to the plan end providenewt often data to the 
Division within 30 days trom *request fix the records. 

TM following new am akin is to be added to the original nine. 
10. In the event that ow dem mamma or smagency drawdown is required, the Exemptee shall 

continue to operate the project such tit dm mbtranin flows am maintained downers= of the project 
at all times. If during reservoir refilling, Inflow to the moject is has than the maid minimum flow, 
the Exempts, shall withhold not mare then 10% of prigect inflow. 

All other conditions am to be mined In their entirety. 
Indian Orcherd 
Mad* the Iamb% eondidons to rut 
3. Tbe exemptee shell operate the muject to limit dmwdown oft* project impoundmem to no more than 

Mar below the top of the Onshboerds (oe dem ant if bonds me out) from April 1 through hale 30. 
Prom July 1 trough March 30,8 Exempts. shall limit drawdown to no more than on hot below the 
top of the finshboards (or dam crest (f bonds ere out). 

6. The Exempla* slid, within aft months from the date of issuance of the Order Amending Exemptlens, 
present to the Division tor mprovalos pbn tir moutons project Impoundment level end 
Instantaneous bypass flow Meats Following smoval of the plan, tbe Exempt gad menu sod 
record bnpoundment level and flows according to the plan mid provide records of them dem p the 
Division within 30 days from a riven for tbe recce& 

TM following WM condition is to be added to the original nine. 
10. In the nu dut any dim mabitsoloce or emergency drawdown is required, the Exempt., shall 

continue to operate the project such that the minimum flows are =attained downstream of die project 
at all times. If dining reservoir refilling, inflow to te pradect is lees then the wand miohnum 
the Exempt. abet withhold not more than 10% of pmject Inflow. 

MI other conditions are to be retained in their entirety. 
Dwight 
Mott),  the following conditions to Ped: 
3. The Etecipme shall operate the mojea to lb* diewdown of** project lomoundinot to no luxe dun 

0.25 feet below Slop otthe thasbliortia. Risen boar& are onto  the ExeropeN shall maintain a 
Slot Olin Whet gaga mirth* de east to mink thamblinum bypass flow specified In 
Coot:Mon 103. 

6. The fixemptee shall, within stx months from the date of Issuance of the Order Mnentling Emmpdom, 
present to the Division fcr Iwo* a plea for monitoring project bipartite )svel mid 
instantaneous bypass flow releases. Follow* approval ofte plat, the Exemptee shall mane and 
record impoundineet level and flows maccedIng to the plan and provide records of these demo die 
Divbion within 30 dips home tamest ftw die meads, 
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Caleb Slate, Ph.D. 
Andromous Flab Project Leader 

The following new condition is to be added to the Waal nMe. 
10. In the twat that any dsm ntabrtenmee ot emergency drawdown is required, the Bawnptee shell 

mob* to operands* predict nchthet the mithium flows en malotsined downsmeen of thy inject 
a all thine IftbOtg tentvolt -refihlb& httlow to the grope:661ms then the required Stun flow, 
the Exempted shell withholdnot more thin 1016 °Emirs Mow. 

All other condidam sre to be ntained hi their endrety. 

lohn 	CElita 
Melts sa Grader, USFWS mc 
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